














Our mission is to provide the European Union 
with a high-quality statistical information service 
Eurostat's collections are adapted to the needs of all users. 
You will find them in each of the nine themes proposed by Eurostat. 
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Press releases: Eurostat publishes around 100 press releases every year in 
connection with the release of new data. The press releases include the key figures 
on the EU, the Member States and their partners. They are provided free of charge. 
They are also available on the Internet as soon as they are published: 
www.europa.eu.int/comnn/eurostat/ 
C o n t e n t F o r m a t 
Statistics in focus: This collection is published regularly by Eurostat and provides 
up-to-date summaries of the main results of statistical surveys, studies and analyses. 
It covers all themes and consists of about four to eight pages per issue. Eurostat issues 






Key indicators: This collection provides the main indicators on a theme or 
sub-theme in an easy-to-carry booklet of up to 100 pages. Available as single 
copies or on subscription. 
Panorama of the European Union: This collection highlights the features 
and trends of a multi-sectoral theme or a sectoral sub-theme. The publications 
consist of around 200 pages and include analysis as well as tables and graphs. 






Methods and nomenclatures are intended for specialists who want to 
consult the methodologies and nomenclatures used for a theme, a sub-theme or a 
sector. Available as single copies. 
Paper 
CD-ROM 
| Detailed tables are intended for specialists. They present part, or all, of the 
statistical data compiled on a theme, sub-theme or sector. Available as single 
copies or on subscription. 
Paper 
CD-ROM 
Studies and research summarise the results of European statistical studies 
and research and are intended for specialists. Available as single copies or on 
subscription. 
Catalogues provide rapid access to concise information on Eurostat's products 
and services. They are free of charge and include the Mini guide, a selection of 
Eurostat products and services, and Statistical references, the quarterly newsletter 
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A personalised data retrieval service 
In order to provide the greatest possible number of people with access to high-quality statistical infor-
mation, Eurostat has developed an extensive network of Data Shops (')· 
Data Shops provide a wide range of tailor-made services: 
* immediate information searches undertaken by a team of experts in European 
statistics; 
* rapid and personalised response that takes account of the specified search 
requirements and intended use; 
* a choice of data carrier depending on the type of information required. 
Information can be requested by phone, mail, fax or e-mail. 
(1) See list of Eurostat Data Shops at the end of the publication. 
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Essentials on Community statistical news 
* Euro indicators: more than 100 indicators on the euro-zone; harmonized, comparable, 
and free of charge; 
* About Eurostat: what it does and how it works; 
* Products and databases: a detailed description of what Eurostat has to offer; 
* Indicators on the European Union: Convergence criteria; euro yield curve and further 
main indicators on the European Union at your disposal; 
* Press releases: direct access to all Eurostat press releases. 
For further information, visit us on the Internet at: WWW.europa .eU. in t / comm/eurOSta t / 
A great deal of additional information on the European Union is available on the Internet. 
It can be accessed through the Europa server (http://europa.eu.int). 
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Eurostat is the Statistical Office of the European Communities. Its task is to provide the 
European Union with statistics at a European level, that allow comparisons to be made 
between countries and regions. Eurostat consolidates and harmonizes the data collected by 
the Member States. 
To ensure that the vast quantity of accessible data is made widely available, and to help 
each user make proper use of the information, Eurostat has set up a publications and 
services programme. 
This programme makes a clear distinction between general and specialist users and 
particular collections have been developed for these different groups. The collections Press 
releases, Statistics in focus, Panorama of the European Union, Key indicators and 
Catalogues are aimed at general users. They give immediate key information through 
analyses, tables, graphs and maps. 
The collections Methods and nomenclatures, Detailed tables and Studies and research suit 
the needs of the specialist who is prepared to spend more time analysing and using very 
detailed information and tables. 
All Eurostat products are disseminated through the Data Shop network or the sales agents 
of the Office for Official Publications of the European Communities. Data Shops are 
available in 12 of the 15 Member States as well as in Switzerland, Norway and the United 
States. They provide a wide range of services from simple database extracts to tailor-made 
investigations. The information is provided on paper and/or in electronic form via e-mail, on 
diskette or CD-ROM. 
As part of the new programme Eurostat has developed its website. It includes a broad range 
of on-line information on Eurostat products and services, newsletters, catalogues, on-line 




This publication is the first of a series in which Eurostat will present European social statistics. 
About six issues will appear every year, covering in turn all social fields and replacing the 
indiv ^ual publications which have previously been produced. Issues planned for 2000 include 
Labeur Force Survey Results, Poverty and Social Exclusion, Vocational Education and 
Training, Demographic Data and Social Protection. 
This innovation is part of the modernisation of Eurostat's publications programme. Detailed 
figures will increasingly become available primarily through the Eurostat website. The main 
social indicators will be collected together in the statistical pocket-book Living Conditions in 
Europe, and a general overview will be provided under the title The Social Situation in the 
European Union. 
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Eurostat's "Migration Statistics 1999" presents the 
main topics of international migration data collected 
by Eurostat. It is similar to the previous issues in that 
its focus is concentrates mainly on the most recent 
year for which detailed data are available: 1997 for 
migration and asylum statistics, 1998 for population 
by citizenship. It also includes, for the first time, 
migration data for selected Central European 
countries plus Cyprus and Malta, which joined EU 
and EFTA Member States' in the annual data 
collection carried out by Eurostat and other 
international organisations. 
The key variables presented are citizenship of the 
migrant and country of previous or next residence. 
The publication also contains a number of historical 
and synoptic tables. 
Eurostat has made all possible efforts to present 
comparable data. However, as this introduction will 
illustrate, there exist a number of different concepts, 
definitions and statistical systems that make 
comparisons difficult. When using the data in this 
publication, this fact should be borne in mind. 
The data 
The data are collected annually from responses to a 
joint annual questionnaire of the Economic 
Commission for Europe, the United Nations 
Statistical Division, the International Labour Office, 
the Council of Europe and Eurostat. The 
questionnaire refers to data on stocks, flows and 
acquisition of citizenship. In addition, some of the 
requested tables refer to non-national workers by 
citizenship ('labour data'). This collection is based on 
the Council Regulation No. 311/762 which requires 
EU Member States to transmit these data to Eurostat. 
The data published in this statistical document were 
submitted to Eurostat by the National Statistical 
Institutes of 36 European countries: the EU and 
EFTA Member States, 15 Central European 
countries, Cyprus and Malta. These statistics are 
collected either by the Institutes themselves or by 
responsible institutions of different Ministries within 
each country (see table 1). 
'Member States of the EU and EFTA and other grouping of countries 
are listed on page XIII 
'Official Journal L39/1 of 14.2.76 
The data have also been recorded in electronic form 
in Eurostat's New Cronos database. 
The major types of data, for each country, included in 
this document are: 
• Population by citizenship on 1 January 1998 
• Immigration and emigration during 1997 
• Acquisition of citizenship during 1997 
• Detailed asylum statistics for 1997, total number 
of asylum seekers for 1998 
• Employment and unemployment by citizenship for 
1996/1998 
Different characteristics are provided, particularly 
sex, age, citizenship, country of previous residence 
(for an immigrant), and country of next residence (for 
an emigrant). 
A full description of the Eurostat's data collection on 
international migration statistics is provided on page 
XVI. 
The tables 
In order to help the user interpret these tables 
accurately, selected footnotes have been included to 
describe the main concepts and definitions and to 
provide some information on sources. Further 
information on definitions is provided in the 
publications of the different National Statistical 
Institutes, as well as in other documents published by 
Eurostat. 
Totals have been calculated - where possible 
according to national definitions - for the whole of the 
European Union (EU-15), the Economic and 
Monetary Union (EUR-11 ) and for the countries of the 
European Economic Area (EEA). In all tables the 
data for Germany relate to its boundaries after 3 
October 1990, unless stated otherwise. Turkey and 
Cyprus are considered to be European countries. 
The compilation of cross national tables entails 
selecting data from sources in all the reporting 
countries. Despite efforts to harmonise definitions, 
the reliability of the composite tables suffers from the 
combined limitations of all national sources. 
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(Central Population Register) 
Statistisches Bundesamt 
(Ausländerzentralregister: Central Register of Foreigners) 
(Census and mlcrocensus) 
National Statistical Service of Greece 
(Census and residence permils) 
INE 
Ministry of Interior 
INSEE 
(Census) 
Central Statistical Office 
(Labour Force Survey) 
ISTAT 
Ministry of the Interior 
(Census) 
STATEC 
(Répertoire National des Personnes Physiques) 
NCBS: Statistics Netherlands 
(Municipal population register) 




(Labour Force Survey) 
Tilastokeskus: Statistics Finland 
(Central Population Register) 
Statistiska Centralbyrån: Statistics Sweden 
(Total Population Register) 
Employment (now Education) Department 
(Labour Force Survey) 
Hagstofa Islands: Statistics Iceland 
(Population Register) 
Amt für Volkswirtschaft 
(Population Reqlster) 
Statistisk Sentralbyrâ: Statistics Norway 
(Central Population Register) 
(FREMKON - Register of Foreigners) 
Bundesamt für Statistik 





(Central Population Register) 
Statistisches Bundesamt 
(Ausländerzentralregister, Microcensus) 
(Labour Force Survey) 












(Répertoire National des Personnes Physiques) 
NCBS: Statistics Netherlands 
(Municipal population register) 
INE 
Foreign and border services 
(Survey, census, residence permits) 
Tilastokeskus: Statistics Finland 
(Central Population Register) 
Statistiska Centralbyrån: Statistics Sweden 
(Total Population Register) 
Swedish Immigration Board (Residence permits) 
Office for National Statistics 
(International Passenger Survey) 
Hagstofa Islands 
(Population Register) 
Statistisk Sentralbyrâ: Statistics Norway 
(Central Population Register) 
(FREMKON - Regisler of Foreigners) 
Bundesamt für Statistik 
(ZAR) 
(AUPER - database) 
Employment 
Ministry of Labour 
and Employment 
Danmarks Statistik 
(Central Population Register) 
Statistisches Bundesamt 
Ministry of Labour Social Insurance 
(Microcensus. Labour Force Survey) 
National Statistical Service of Greece 
(Work permits) 
Ministry of Employment 
and Social Security 
(Work permits) 
INSEE 
(Labour Force Survey) 
Central Statistical Office 
(Work permits) 
ISTAT 
Ministry of Employment 
(Residence permits) 
Social Security General Inspection 
NCBS: Statistics Netherlands 
(Labour Force Survey) 
(Work permits and others) 
Ministry of Employment 
(Work permits) (2) 
INE 
(Residence permits) 
(Work permits) (2) 
Statistiska Centralbyrån: 
Statistics Sweden 
(Work permits) (2) 
Employment Department 
(Labour Force Survey) 
(2) 
(2) 
Directorate of Immigration 
(Settlement permits) 
Directorate of Labour (2) 
(Unemployment data) 
Bundesamt für Ausländer 
(ZAR) 
(2) 
Asylum seekers and refugees 
INS, Ministry of Justice 
Foreign Office, General Commissioner 
for Refugees and Stateless 
Directorate of Foreigners 
Ministry of the Interior 
Statistisches Bundesamt 
Bundesamt für die Anerkennung ausländer Flüchtlinge 
Bundesministerium des Innern, Bundesausgleichsamt 









Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
NCBS: Statistics Nethertands 
Ministry of Justice 
Ministry of Interior 
Home Office 
Divisão de Planeamento 
Tilastokeskus (Central Population Register) 
Ministry of Interior (Central Aliens Affairs) 
Swedish Immigration Board (SIV) 
Ministry of Culture 
Home Office 
Hagstofa Islands 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Amt für Auswärtige Angelegenheiten 
Directorate of Immigration 
(Central Population Register) 
Ministry of Justice 
Bundesamt für Statistik 
Bundesamt für Flüchtlinge 
(ZAR, AUPER) 
Acquisition of citizenship 
Ministry of Justice 
Danmarks Statistik 
(Central Population Register) 
Statistisches Bundesamt 
National Statistical Service of Greece 
INE 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
and Integration 
Central Statistical Office 
Home Office 
STATEC 
NCBS: Statistics Netherlands 
(Population Register) 
Österreichisches Statistisches Zentralamt 
INE 
Central Aliens Affairs 
Ministry of Interior 
Statisliska Centralbyrån: Statistics Sweden 
Home Office 
Hagstofa Islands 
Amt für Volkswirtschaft 
Statistisk Sentralbyrâ: Statistics Norway 
Directorate of Immigration 
(ZAR) 
(t) Information In parenthesis indicates data collection syslems and sources 
(2) Data not published in this yearbook 
...Data not available 
Migration statistics Immigration 
The term "migration statistics" includes a potentially 
almost limitless combination of differing quality of 
data on stocks, labour, flows, asylum, refugees and 
citizenship. Even at national level, these data are 
drawn from a wide variety of sources and formats. 
Migration statistics, by definition, record only those 
migrants who are known to the civil, administrative or 
police authorities (depending on the source). The 
sources may be classified in several different ways, 
by type of organisation, method of collection or 
administrative form used. In some countries there is 
one responsible organisation, the National Statistical 
Institute or Central Statistical Office. In others, there 
may be several: with different institutions responsible 
for the collection of the raw data from those with 
responsibility for the tabulation and publication of the 
data. To further complicate the picture, methods of 
collection may be direct or indirect, computerised, 
centralised or not. The sources may be population 
registers, censuses and demographic surveys or 
administrative registers. These different sources 
more often exist for administrative than for statistical 
purposes (see tables 2 and 3 for the EU and EFTA 
countries). 
Who is a migrant? 
Until recently, a common, usable definition of an 
international migrant did not exist, although progress 
is now being made to achieve this goal. Eurostat has 
predicted that common and precise proposals to 
resolve these difficulties will take several years to 
formulate. The user faces problems which arise 
largely from incompatibility of sources and from 
definitional and conceptual problems. Consequently, 
it is not possible to gain more than an informed 
estimate of the numbers of international migrants 
there are ai any time in Europe, where they are 
moving from and to, and who they are. This 
shortcoming is due to a lack of accurate, or in some 
cases any, data. The methods of measuring 
migration, the variables, definitions and criteria differ 
between countries, and even between government 
departments within countries. 
The time factor is important in distinguishing migrants 
from non-migrants and in counting them in statistics 
of migratory flows. Some migration statistics are 
based on the intention of the individual to stay longer 
than a certain period in a country (twelve months or 
more in many countries, or exceptionally six months 
or more, as in Norway; three months or more, as in 
Denmark). Others, such as Ireland, base their 
definition on the actual duration of stay in the country 
of immigration. 
Total immigration includes immigration of nationals 
and non-nationals. Although this category of statistics 
is usually well recorded (in large measure as a result 
of the immigration control policies of all EU and EFTA 
countries) the historical series are complete for the 
years 1960-1997 for five countries only: Belgium, 
Denmark, the Netherlands, Finland, and Norway. For 
a further four countries only a few years are missing. 
For Greece, France, Austria and for Portugal, such 
data have been available only in some years, often 
for non-national migrants only. There are no reliable 
or comprehensive immigration data at all for 
Liechtenstein. 
Fewer than half of the Central European countries 
record information on immigration: That which is 
available is generally more by country of previous 
residence than by country of citizenship. 
Emigration 
Emigration data notoriously under-record actual 
emigration flows and should generally be treated with 
caution. No emigration data are available for Greece, 
France or Liechtenstein, whilst other countries started 
keeping comprehensive records more recently 
(Portugal and Austria). In some instances data are 
limited to just total estimates (Ireland) or very small 
groups of emigrants (Spain). 
As for the EU and EFTA Member States, emigration 
data across Central European countries, Malta and 
Cyprus are much less available or reliable than 
immigration figures. 
Net migration 
Net migration can be calculated in different ways, 
because of the problems of data sources and 
availability. 
In this publication, net migration is taken generally to 
mean the difference between immigration and 
emigration. In another approach, often used by 
Eurostat (here only in terms of historical series) and 
others, net migration is calculated as the difference 
between the total population on 1 January and 
31 December of the same year minus the difference 
between births and deaths during that year. 
Some countries estimate the balance using sample 
surveys or the net migration assumptions of the most 
recent population projections. 
These are the main reasons why net migration 
figures in this publication might differ from figures 
presented elsewhere. 
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(1) Partially computerised in Geimany, Luxembourg, Spain, Italy, Austria and Switzerland; fully computerised in the Netherlands 
(2) Computerised and centralised register 
(3) Records are kept at municipal level for Greek nationals only 
(4) Since 1994-the municipal registers have been linked to the Central Population Register 
eurostat 
Population by citizenship 
The statistics presented here are the total population 
of each reporting country on 1 January 1998 or 
before, when the most recent year is missing. 
Data availability is generally better across the 
Member States for population by citizenship than for 
flows of international migrants. The sources used are 
usually population registers (for those countries with 
registers). Ireland and the United Kingdom use the 
Labour Force Survey (LFS, Spring of the year) as a 
source while France uses data from the census. For 
Austria, information by single country of citizenship is 
available only from the census. Population statistics 
for Iceland are based mainly on 1s' December. 
Different sources are available and used in some 
countries. For Italy, the source of data here 
presented changes in 1993, from the residence 
permits (permits to stay) to the population registers 
('Anagrafe'). 
In the case of Italy ('Anagrafe' since 1993) as for 
Grece and Spain (permits of stay) the national 
population is taken as the difference between the 
total population (from current demographic statistics) 
and the total number of non-nationals from these 
sources. 
of citizenship involve the loss of previons citizenship, 
others do not. The definition refers to all changes that 
have been applied for by the individual, rather than 
those which are granted automatically. 
Legal definitions, eligibility for citizenship and 
nationality, and procedures for processing 
applications, have undergone many changes in 
recent years in several countries. The reconstruction 
of national identities and the introduction of new laws 
on foreigners and citizenship (including the creation 
of new departments of immigration) presents another 
disruption in continuity. 
Asylum seekers and refugees 
Definitions, data availability and comparability for 
asylum-seekers and refugees are problematic (see 
two reports under "Relevant Publications", p. XVIII). 
Concerning asylum seekers and refugees with 
Geneva Convention status in the EU and EFTA 
countries, data with a reasonable level of 
comparability are here published for the years 1985 
to 1997. In addition, latest total numbers of asylum 
applications in Western European countries during 
1998 are also presented. 
As is the case for immigration and emigration 
statistics, the minimum duration of stay used in the 
definition of resident differs between countries. 
Within each country, the variations between dates in 
the numbers of residents by citizenship are the result 
of the balance of births and deaths, international 
migration and acquisitions of citizenship (of which 
only international migration and acquisition of 
citizenship are included in this document). 
Employment 
Data on workers by citizenship (so called Labour 
data) are partly the result of the EC Regulation 
316/74. Data on active population are also presented 
in this publication. Information for each countries are 
from different sources and refer to different calendar 
years; when not indicated figures refer to 1st January 
of the year. 
Acquisition of citizenship 
The definition used in this publication for acquisition 
of citizenship includes changes from a previous 
citizenship or lack of any previous citizenship to that 




No data available 
Ρ Provisional data 
m 
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United Kingdom (4) 





(1) No source available for nationals 
(2) A parallel source (the "Auslanderzentralregister") exists for the non-national population 
(3) A specific question is asked during the Labour Force Survey 
(4) International Passenger Survey: a voluntary survey organised at frontiers by the ONS. Of the 100 000 persons leaving the country each year, 
approximately 1000 can be regarded as emigrants, and of the 60 000 persons entering the country some 2 500 can be regarded as immigrants 
(5) In force since 1 April 1995 
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SELECTED CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 
Albania 














Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 





















former Yugoslavia of which: 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Croatia 
Slovenia 






Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 
Morocco 




MORE DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 
EEA 
Central and Eastern Europe 






LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 
Turkey 
Africa 
Latin America (America excluding USA and Canada) 
Asia (excluding Japan) 
Australia and Oceania (excluding Australia and New Zealand) 
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DESCRIPTION OF EUROSTAT'S DATABASE ON INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION 
INFORMATION AVAILABLE 
Areas covered: 
Source of data: 
Variables covered: 
Statistics on (non-national) resident population and flows of migrants, asylum-seekers 
and refugees, acquisition of citizenship, non-national active population by citizenship 
Registers, surveys, censuses, residence and work permits 
Population by citizenship, age group and sex 1985-1998 
Population by citizenship and region (NUTS II) (EU countries) 1985-1998 
Population by country of birth, sex and age group, 1990/1994 
Population by country of birth and sex, 1997-1998 
Acquisition of citizenship, loss of citizenship (only total) 1980-1997 
Long-term migration by sex 1985-1997 
Immigration - by citizenship and age 
- by country of last residence 
Emigration by citizenship and age 
by country of next residence 
Historical series on migration 1960-1994 
Immigration - by groups of citizenship 
- by groups of country of previous residence 
Emigration by groups of citizenship 
by groups of country of next residence 
Asylum seekers by citizenship 1985-1997, total applications 1998 
Refugees by citizenship 1985-1997 
Labour data 1980-1997 (pañ\y from the EC Regulation 316/74) 
- Non-national workers by citizenship, sex and age group 
- Non-national workers by groups of citizenship, economic activity and sex 
- Non-national workers by citizenship and region (NUTS II) 
- Non-national workers by groups of citizenship, economic activity and region (NUTS II) 
- Active population by economic activity, groups of citizenship, age group and sex 
where the following breakdowns are available: 
non-national workers: Total, Employees, Independent/Self-employed; 
active population: Total, Employed, Unemployed. 
Countries covered: EU and EFTA Member States, selected Central European countries, Cyprus and Malta 
These statistical information are mainly published in the database New Cronos. Applications for extractions on 
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THEME 3 Population and Social Conditions 
MIGRAT International Migration 
ACQN Acquisition of citizenship (1980-1997) 
ACQCTZ Acquisition of citizenship 
ASYLUM Asylum (1985-1998) 
ASYCTZ 
ASYDCTZ 
Asylum applications by citizenship 
Decisions on asylum applications by citizenship 









Emigration by sex, age group and broad group of citizenship 
Emigration by sex and citizenship 
Emigration by sex and country of next residence 
Immigration by sex, age group and broad group of citizenship 
Immigration by sex and citizenship 
Immigration by sex and country of previous residence 
• STOCKS Population by citizenship (1985-1998) 































































































































MPOPCTZ Population by sex and citizenship 
MPOPCTZ Population by sex and citizenship 
MPOPREG Population by citizenship and region 
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1993-7 The population of the European Economic Area in 1992 
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1993-12 International Migration Flows in selected EC countries -1991 
1994-1 Asylum-seekers in the EU: Better data needed 
1994-4 The population of the European Economic Area on 1 January 1994 
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1995/3 International Migration in the EU Member States -1992 
1995/5 Households and families in the European Economic Area 
1995/8 The population of the European Union on 1 January 1995 
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1996/1 Asylum-seekers in Europe in 1995 
1996/1 Asylum-seekers in Europe 1985-1995 (Quarterly Bulletin on Asylum) 
1996/2 Non-nationals make up less than 5% of the population of the European Union on 1.1.1993 
1996/2 Asylum seekers in Europe in the first siw months of 1996 (Quarterly Bulletin on Asylum) 
1996/6 Decline in migration stopped in 1995: principal demographic trends in the EU in 1995 
1997/1 Asylum-seekers in Europe in the First nine months of 1996 (Quarterly Bulletin on Asylum) 
1997/7 Beyond the predictable: demographic changes in the EU up to 2050 
1997/10 Decline in births halted in 1996: principal demographic trends in the EU in 1996 
1997/14 About one marriage in four in the EU ends in divorce 
1998/1 Slightly more births and less deaths in 1997: the first set of demographic estimates for 1997 
1998/1 246 000 Asylum seekers in Europe in 1996 (Quarterly Bulletin on Asylum) 
1998/2 Migration between the Mediterranean Basin and the EU in 1995 
1998/9 First results of the demographic data collection for 1997 in Europe 
1998/10 The population of selected european countries by country of birth 
1999/1 Slightly fewer births and deaths in 1998 
12/1999 First results of the demographic data collection for 1998 in Europe 
15/1999 First demographic estimates for 1999 
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Education across the European Union - Statistics and Indicators 
Demographic Statistics - Edition 1999 
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Labour Force Survey, results 1998 
Working papers: 
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Nicole Van Der Gaag, Evert Van Imhoff, Leo Van Wissen - Netherlands Interdisciplinary 
Demographic Institute 
E4/1997-6 Long-term international migration scenarios for the European Economic Area 
Andries De Jong, Harry Visser - Statistics Netherlands 
E4/1997-7 Now-casts of live births and deaths for 15 countries of the European Economic Area 
J. De Beer, K. Koldijk 
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3/1998/E/n°1 Indicators of migration between the Republic of Ireland and the United Kingdom 
Central Statistics Office, Ireland 
Office for National Statistics, United Kingdom 
3/1998/E/n°2 Swiss-Swedish joint study on cohort-based asylum statistics 
Torsten Torstensson, Krister Isaksson - Swedish Immigration Board; Stéphane Cotter, 
Marcel Heiniger - Swiss Federal Statistical Office 
3/1998/E/n°3 Analysis and projection of mortality by gender, age/generation, and main causes of death 
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Tabeau, P. Ekamper, C. Huisman, A. Bosch - NIDI 
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B. Krekels, M. Poulain 
3/1998/E/n°6 Household Budget Surveys - Methodology 1997 
3/1998/E/n°7 La mesure de la migration clandestine en Europe 




3/1998/E/n°8 Long-term mortality scenarios for the countries of the European Economic Area 
W. Van Hoorn, J. de Beer 
3/1998/E/n°9 Méthodes de collecte des statistiques de morbidité 
3/1998/E/n°10 Couverture des questions de santé publique par les enquêtes menées au sein de l'UE 
3/1998/E/n°12 International Migration Statistics in the Mediterranean Countries : current data sources and 
statistics available from international organisations 
D. Pearce 
3/1998/E/n°13 Developing a comprehensive framework for health care statistics 
3/1998/E/n°15 Documentation of Eurostat's database on international migration: Central European Countries, 
Cyprus and Malta 
Migration Research Unit (University College London), Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic 
Institue 
3/1998/E/n°16 Documentation of Eurostat's database on international migration: Labour data 
J. Clarke, M. Clarke, E. Van Dam, I. Salt, J. Salt, G. Cantisani, H. Eding, A. Singleton 
3/1998/E/n°17 Long-term fertility scenarios for the countries of the EUROPEAN Economic Area 
A. de Jong - Statistics Netherlands 
3/1998/E/n°18 Draft manual on statistics of Asylum-seekers and refugees 
3/1998/E/n°19 Asylum-Seekers and Refugees a statistical report - Volume 3 : Central European Countries 
3/1998/E/n°20 International Migration Statistics in the Mediterranean Countries : current data sources and 
statistics available in the countries 
D. Pearce, D. Rotolone 
3/1998/E/n°21 International Migration Statistics in the Mediterranean Countries: Report on the legal situation 
C. Hein 
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3/1999/E/n°2 European Statistics on occupational diseases "evaluation of the 1995 pilot data" 
3/1999/E/n°3 Investigation of the methods of estimating migrant totals 
Sharon Bruce, Dave Elliot 
3/1999/E/n°4 La fiabilité de la mesure des courants de migration internationale entre la Belgique et l'Italie 
E. Bisogno, M. Poulain 
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Manfred Bretz 
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N. van der Gaag, L. van Wissen, E. van Imhoff, C. Huisman 
Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute 
3/1999/E/n°9 Analysis and Forecasting of International Migration by major groups (Part II) 
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A-2 Non-nationals by main groups of citizenship in EU-15,1980-1998 
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Percentage of total population 
¡ H >io 
W ^ 5-10 
I I 2 -5 
Statistical data Eurosta 
Cartography: GISCO 
I I <=2 
I I data not 
available 
F: 1990 Census results, metropolitan France 
IRL, UK: Labour Force Survey 
L: Estimate 
A; 1991 Census results 
NUTS 0: A Ρ 
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| <= 0.5 
I data not 
available 
F: 1990 Census results, metropolitan France 
IRL, UK: Labour Force Survey 
L: Estimate A: 1991 Census results 
NUTS 0: A, Ρ 
Cartooraphy: GISCO 
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A-5 Acquisition of citizenship in the EU-15,1980-1997 
Thousands 
400 
Including Eurostat estimates 
•Total EU citizens 
A-6 Asylum seekers in the EU-15,1985-1998 
100-
1985 1990 1995 
•EU-15 ' 
































































































374 584.0 ' 




































4 009.0 P 
4 037.3 P 
4 038.1 P 
4 000.5 ' 


































3 758.6 P 
3 679.0 P 
3 733.9 P 
3 725.1 P 
















































































































1 317.7 | 
1 632.9 ! 
1 666.6 | 
1 638.1 I 
1 921.6 | 
1 443.1 j 
1 156.8 | 
1 080.4 ; 
1 046.8 | 
866.2 ' j 
762.5 ' ! 
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2 . 6 * 











































































1 008 251 
1 078 441 
1 350 132 
1 062 116 p 
782 855 p 
805 363 p 
734 596 p 
512 208 p 











































































19 634 p 
18 324 p 
3 722 p 
16 293 p 
9 645 p 































































































































































35 609 p 







































40 000 p 






































13 465 p 
21 116 p 






































149 745 p 
126 554 p 









































(1) In this table, netmigration is lhe difference between the total population on 1 January and 31 December for a certain calendar year, minus the difference between births and deaths. 
Therefore the figures in this table include corrections and may differ from the difference between inmigration and emigration 
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A-1 







































































































































































































































































































































































































1 009 460 
1 087 613 
1 360 342 
1 074 696 p 
789 786 p 
810 525 p 
739 797 p 
522 059 p 



















































































EU-15 EUR-11 DK EL IRL1 










































































1 651 593 
1 198 978 
1 502198 
1 277 408 
1 082 553 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































102 000 j 
98 000 j 
88 000 | 
101 000 i 
117 000 | 
126 000 ] 
119 000 | 
96 000 j 
98 000 | 
105 000 | 
113 000 j 
108 000 j 






















































(2) Data for non-EU nationals for 1997 includes H 670 immigrants forwhich the citizenship was unknown; rounded figures for 1997 
(3) International Passenger Survey, rounded figures 
(4) The sum of nationals, non-nationals from EU countries and other non-nationals may differ from the total due to the inclusion of unknown cases 
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A-3 
Emigration, 1985-1997 





























































































































































































































































































(1) The sum of nationals, non-nationals from EU countries and other non-nationals may differ from the total due to the inclusion of unknown cases 
(2) Assisted permanent national emigrants 







































































65 325 66 05C 


















) 10 148 































































































































































































































































































































(4) International PassengerSurvey. rounded figures 
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A-4.1 


















































































































































































(1) Excluding dependent children 
(2) Excluding applications outside Denmark and rejected applications at the border 
(3) Including dependent children if the parents requested asylum for them 
(4) Excluding dependents 
(5) Excluding children and some accompanying adults 
(6) Rounded figures 
A-4.2 















































































































(1 ) Refugees granted Geneva Convention status 
(2) Rounded figures 
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A-4.1 



























































































































303 667 ' 
265116' 
228 584 ' 
242 813* 





























(7) Excluding displaced persons from Folmer Yugoslavia with exceptional leave to stay 
(8) Including 11050 dependent people 
(9) Partly excluding rejected persons at the border (especially those lacking proper identity papers] 
A-4.2 

































































































































(3) Figures rounded to the nearest 5 
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A-5.1 
Population by citizenship 1 January, 1985-1998 (1) 
(1000) 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(1 ) The sum of nationals, non-nab'onals from EU countries and other non-nationals may differ from the total due to the inclusion of unknown cases. For the aggregations of countries total population 
figures are from 'Demographic Statistics' while data by main group of citizenship are estimated 
(2) Census results, for 1990 (5.3.1990, metropolitan France) 
(3) Labour Force Survey, Spring of die year 
40 eurostat 
A-5.1 
Population by citizenship 1 January, 1985-1998 
(1000) 
(1) 











































7 574.4 10 008.5 
7 582.2 10 014.3 
7 593.8 10 007.0 
7 602.5 9 981.4 
7 628. 9 955.1 
7 689.5 9 919.7 
7 795.8 9 872.9 
7 867.8 9 860.3 
7 962.0 9 864.6 
8 015.0 9 892.2 
8 039.9 9 912.1 
8 054.8 9 920.8 
8 067.8 9 934.1 

















9 7 5 5 5 
9 755.1 
9 752.4 


































4 9 5 3 5 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(4) Non-national population here presented is from permits of stay for 1991-1992 and population register from 1993 onwards 
(5) Census results for 1991 (15.5.1991) 
(6) Labour Force Survey, Spring of the year, rounded to the nearest thousand. Total differs from the one published in 'Demographic Statistics'; it is reduced by around 700-800 thousand persons 
(7) Data before 1998 referto 1 December 
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A-5.2 
Population by citizenship 1 January, 1985-1998 (D 
(%) 




































































































































































































































































































(1) The sum of nationals, non-nationals from EU countries and other non-nationals may differ from 100 due to the inclusion of unknown cases 
(2) Census results for 1990 (5.3.1990, metropolitan France) 






































































































































































































































































































(4) Based on a different source from 1993 onwards 
(5) Census results for 1991 (15.5.1991) 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(I ) Percent of total non-national population at the beginning of lhe year 
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A-6.1 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(I) Due to different sources, this table and table A-6.1 have different totals 
A-7 























































































































































































































































































































































































































568 24 18 891 
21 477 
1 557 1 390 20 440 
A-7 
Acquisition of citizenship by main countries of previous citizenship, 1980-1997 
Greece 
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A-7 






































































































































































































































































































































9 5 7 
21 56 9 5 2 
21 29 : 9 5 




















(1) This table and table A-6.1 contain different figures. In this table minors who acquired Luxembourg citizenship at the same time as their parents are excluded, 
because no breakdown by previous citizenship is available 
(2) No further breakdown by citizenship available from 1980 to 1993 
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(I) No further breakdown by citizenship available from 1982 to 1993 
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"HZ 'Δ eurostat 
POPULATION, 1998 

B-1 Population in the EEA by main groups of citizenship, 1 January 1998 
1,6% 3,5% 
94,9% 
Ξ Nationals ■ Other EEA nationals Π Non-EEA nationals 
Including Eurostat estimate 
B-2 Non-nationals by main groups of citizenship, 1 January 1998 
(% of total population) 
Β DK D EL E F IRL I L NL A P FIN S UK IS LI NO CH 
lOther EEA nationals DNon-EEA nationals 
EL, I, NO: Data referto 1.1.1997; F: Census results, 5.3.1990, metropolitan France; A: Estimate; 
IRL: LabourForce Survey, April 1998; UK: Labour Force Survey, Spring 1997 
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B-3 Largest non-national citizenship groups in the EEA, 1 January 1998 
□ Non-EEA nationals 
■ Other EEA nationals 
500 1.000 1.500 2.000 2.500 3.000 
Including Eurostat estimate 
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Peru France Q% 










Greece: Data referto 1.1.1997; France: Census results, 5.3.1990, metropolitan France 
60 eurostat 



























Ireland: Labour Force Survey, April 1998; Italy: Data referto 1.1.1997 
eurostat 61 
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Austria: Including estimate 
62 eurostat 



























United Kingdom: Labour Force Survey, Spring 1997 
eurostat 63 



































, 0 , Germany 
° 7% 





Norway: Data refer to 1.1.1997 
64 eurostat 
fe Sbi 
B5 - Age pyramids by Member State, 1.1.1998 
EU-15* 
males females males 
Belgium 
age females 
1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 
en 
males 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 





1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
% of total population of each group 
males 





















1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1 
% of total population of each group 
ι Nationals 
•Non-nationals 
1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
% of total population of each group 
' including Eurostat estimate 




France, Census 1990 





% of total population of each group 
Ireland, Spring 1998 (LFS) 
males age females males 
% of total population of each group 
Netherlands 
age females 
1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
% of total population of each group % of total population of each group 
tt ÍÊ£ 
ü B5 - Age pyramids by Member State, 1.1.1998 
males 
Austria 
age females males 
Portugal, 1997 
age females 
ι Nationals -Non-nationals 
CD 
1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
% of total population of each group 
Finland 
age males females 
1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
% of total population of each group 
Sweden 
age males females 
I Nationals 
•Non-nationals ■ Nationals -Non-nationals 
1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
% of total population of each group 
1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
% of total population of each group 
B5 - Age pyramids by Member State, 1.1.1998 
United Kingdom, Spring 1997 (LFS) 












1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
% of total population of each group 
2.0 1.6 1.2 0.8 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.8 
% of total population of each group 
males 
Norway, 1997 








1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
% of total population of each group 
1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 





















Mediterranean countries (7) 
Developed countries 





374 582.8 * 
355 500.0 * 
19100.0* 
6 000.0 * 
13100.0* 
EUR-11 
290 839.8 P 
274 800.0 * 
16 000.0* 








































































































































































(1) 'Other includes refugees for whom farther citizenship breakdown is unavailable 
(2) Data referto I.I.1997 
(3) Census results 5.3.1990, metropolitan France 
(4) LabourForce Survey, April 1998 
70 eurostat 
B-1.1.1 





























































































































































































379 304.1 * 
360 000.0 * 
19 300.0 * 
6 100.0 * 





































Mediterranean countries (7) 
Developed countries 




(5) Census results, 15.5.1991. The resident population on 1.1.1998 (8 075 400) is shared by broad citizenships as follows: 7 341 100 nationals, 335 100 from foimer Vugosiavia, 
138 900 Turkish citizens and 260 400 other non-nationals 
(6) Labour Force Survey. Spring 1997, rounded figures. Fgure for non-nationals includes 22 000 persons cf Commonwealth or other citizenships which are not reported in lhe geographical 
breakdown and are presented in 'Other1 
(7) Excluding Mediterranean EU MemberStates 
(8) Including nationalsand non-nationals for Denmark, Finland, United Kingdom and Norway 
ΉΖ Δ eurostat 71 
B-1.1.2 

















Mediterranean countries (7) 
Developed countries 






















































































































































































(1) 'Other1 includes refugees for whom further citizenship breakdown is unavailable 
(2) Data re fer to 1.1.1997 
(3) Census results 5.3.1990, metropolitan France 
(4) Labour Force Survey.April 1998 
72 eurostat 
B-1.1.2 






































































































































































































































Mediterranean countries m 
Developed countries 




C5) Census results. 15.5.1991 
(6) Labour Force Survey. Spring 1997. 'Other1 refers to persons of Commonwealth or other citizenships which are not reported in the geographical breakdown 
(7) Excluding Mediterranean EU Member States 
(8) Including nationals and non-nationals for Denmark. Finland, United Kingdom and Norway 
eurostat 73 
B-1.2 

























EU-15 EUR-11 Β 
6 000.0 * 4 900.0 * 562.0 




















































































































































































(1| Data re fer to 1.1.1997 
(2) Census results 5.3.1990, metropolitan France 
(3) Labour Force Survey, April 1998 
74 eurostat 
B-1.2 
























































































































































































NO<" EEA CH 































































(4) Census results, 15.5.1991 
(5) Labour Force Survey, Spring 1997. rounded figures 
eurostat 75 
B-2.1 
















































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Croatia 
the F.Y.R. of Macedonia 
Slovenia 
Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 
other /not stated 
Country of residence 
EU-15 EUR-11 B ( D 
374582800* 290 839 800 P 10192 264 
355 500 000 * 274 800 000 * 9 289 144 
19100 0 0 0 * 16 000 000* 903120 
9 952 45S 
: 9 852 401 


































5 096 456 
27 764 
484 
















































82 057 379 
74691546 
7365 833 
80 696 239 
76 550 962 


















































10 486 595 
10 325 447 
161148 
10 422 879 
10 371 094 


















































39 347 936 
38 738123 
609 813 
39 027 400 
39 002 486 
38 998 722 


















































53 055 35: 
IRL'4» 
3 704 90C 
3 593 80C 
I IB 
57 460 977 
56 576 422 
3596602 111100 884555 
54 716 83E 3 690 200 * 56 921 562 
54 378 994 3 679100* 56 710 806 
54 376 882 
















56 709 934 





















































































"HZ Δ eurostat 
B-2.1 
Population by citizenship, 1 January 1998, total 
Country of residence 
N L ' FIN U K f IS N O ' EEA CH 
15654265 7795786 9957270 5147349 8 8 4 7 6 2 5 58185000 
14 976110 7 278 096 9 782 007 5 066 749 8 325 576 56 058 000 
678155 517 690 175263 79 942 522 049 2121000 
15 328 5 0 0 * 7 745109 9 831747 5120 414 8 687 310 57 046 000 
15168 350 7 358 318 9 828 494 5 082 283 8 537 897 56 872 000 
15166 305 7 357 533 9 828 056 5 081676 8 502 391 56 863 000 

























































































































































































































































































31143 4 392 714 379 304100* 7 096 465 
19 429 4 235177 360 000 0 0 0 * 5 721307 
11714 157 095 19 300 0 0 0 * 1375158 
30 843 4 330707 6 962 051 

























































24 046 4 239 234 
1 3 228 
19429 3 
10 4235177 




















































































































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Croatia 
the F.Y.R.of Macedonia 
Slovenia 
Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 
other / not stated 
eurostat 77 
B-2.1 



























































tizens h ip, 1 January 1998, 
Country of residence 
EU-15 EUR-11 B ( D DK 







73 818 37 519 
: 1 388 
171 124 22 087 





















































































































































































































































































































































5 * 1 1 8 7 2 
12 
> 118 57 
) 



























































































































































































Population by citizenship, 1 Ja 
Country of residence 
IS LI12» NO'2» EEA 
> 6 800 3 974 
) - - 31 
) 1 1 9 
: - : 1 
: - - 1 
) 5 796 3 932 
38 2 549 

















































































































































Holy See (Vatican City) 
Turkey 



























































other / not stated 
America 



































other / not stated 















tizens h ip, 1 January 1998, 
Country of residence 
EU-15 EUR-11 B < " DK 
72 




6 873 17 








2 074 1139 





































3 891 2136 
58 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Population by citizenship, 1 Ja 









































































































































































other / not stated 
America 







































































































other / not stated 
Other 
Stateless 
Unknown " " 
Country of residence 
EU-15 EUR-11 Β "» DK 
1149 6 844 
9 419 
1829 558 














1 864 6 934 


















































































































































































































































(1] Data lor all former Soviet Unton Republics are added to Europe;'Other1 includes refugees for whom further citizenship breakdown is unavailable 
(2) Data referto 1.1.1997 
(3) Census results 5.3.1990, metropolitan France 
(4) Labour Force Survey, April 1998 
(5) Hounded ligures 
(S) Census results, 15.5.1991. The resident population on 1.1.1998 (6 075 400) is shared by broad citizenships as follows: 7 341 100 nationals, 335100 from former Yugoslavia, 


















2 1 6 5 
340 
2 030 






4 8 3 5 
33 490 
A'6» 
) 5 68 
) 451 














































































































































Population by citizenship, 1 Ja 
Country of residence 
IS LI'2» 
22 000 6 
18000 4 
7 0 0 0 5 





















































































2 : 789 
442 
CH 
: 3 368 
: 1 223 































































































other / not stated 
Other 
Stateless 
Unknown ( 10 ) 
(7) Labour Force Survey, Spring 1997, rounded figures. Figures below 1000 are represented by =. Figure for non-nationals includes 22 000 persons of Commonwealth or other citizensnips which are not reported 
¡n the geographica breakdown and are presented in 'Other1 
(8) Data refer to al! former Soviet U nion Republics without distinguishing the geographical location; for each reporting country, data are shared between Europe and Asia according to the available breakdown 
by citizenship; figures presented in 'other / not stated' may include former SU Republics located in Asia 
(9) Data do not include former Soviet Union Republics located in Asia when a detailed breakdown by single citizenship is unavailable 
(10) Including nationals and non-nationals for Denmark, Finland, United Kingdom and Norway 
eurostat 83 
B-2.2 































































Country of residence 
EU-15 EUR-11 B ( D 
182 977 700 * 141 769 400 P 4 982 672 
: : 4 509 808 
472 864 
: 4 857 087 
: 4 808 394 
: 4 807 786 
: : 4 779 935 
: : 4 509 808 
: : 1 542 
: : 17 133 
10 278 
: : 24 560 
: : 50 312 
: : 1 450 
: : 113 765 
: : 2 594 
: : 45 760 
: : 830 
: : 12 795 
: : 928 
: : 1 898 
: : 14 133 
: 1 760 * 
: : 608 
: : 1 152 
: : 5 781 * 
: : 289 
: : 2 006 
: : 910 
: : 1 147 
: : 681 
: 41 760 * 
: : 37126 
: 91495 
4 882 
: : 70 809 
: : 2 852 
: 10176 
: : 503 
1 041 
: : 6 201 
12411 
: : 1 801 
: : 566 
: 1238 
341 
: : 274 




2 615 669 
2 489 976 
125 655 
2 567 606 
2 526 496 
2 518 444 
15 441 
243 
















































39 992 311 
35 915 349 
4 076 962 
39 200 889 
36 955 778 
36 951 532 
36 666 333 
11 589 
8 945 


























1 148 069 



















EL'2' E F'31 
5172 388 19 244 453 27 565 056 
5 096 078 : 25 582 704 
76 310 : 1982 352 
5 136 556 : 26 463 321 
5116173 : 54 378 994 
5 115 982 : 26 284 369 
12 663 : 26 252 649 
520 28 003 
501 1 444 
4 150 : 25 705 
5 096 078 3119 
291 112 339 
2 676 : 25 582 704 
202 1 358 
3 097 144 727 
13 1 576 
900 8 895 
551 1 400 
118 345 466 
145 476 
578 1 836 
6 162 25 321 




447 12 445 
17 906 54 065 
2160 : 
327 1 196 
2 146 18 234 
1 711 2 525 
7 182 2 065 
24 
2 822 27 913 
2 030 : 111618 
1972 110 210 
9 547 : 943 298 
122 360 261 
241 321 943 
251 121 572 
10 265 34175 
123 2 596 
392 : 3 444 
9 053 : 11 278 
14 594 : 123150 
1 164 2 531 
847 8 173 
1 522 : 6 232 







1 839 100 
1 785 500 
53 600 
1 832 000 * 
1 826 400 * 
1 826 400 
1 793 600 * 
1 785 500 
32 800 
4 700 
2 4 0 0 * 
Ι β) L 
27 893 349 208176 
27 397 058 
496 291 
27 571 494 
27 453 676 
27 453 334 

















































(1) Data forali former Soviet Union Republics are added to Europe; Other* includes refugees for whom further citizenship breakdown c 
(2) Data referto 1.1.1997 
(3) Census results 5.3.1990, metropolitan France 
(4) Provisional data based on the Labour Force Survey, Aprili 99B 
(51 Rounded figures 
84 eurostat 
B-2.2 
Population by citizenship, 1 January 1998, males 
Country of residence 
NL l : FIN UK1 NO' EEA CH 
7 740 115 3 753 989 4 794 550 2 509 098 4 371 913 28 652 000 
7 382 765 3 460 828 4 692 409 2 467 995 4113 766 27 658 000 
357 350 293161 102141 40 714 258147 992 000 
7 565 640* 3 724 491 4 719 276 2 494 274 4 290 370 28112 000 
7 485 940 3 499 503 4 717 580 2 477 559 4 220 327 28 025 000 
7 485 080 3 499 153 4 717 334 2 477 225 










































































































































































4 203 205 28 020 000 













27 658 000 
18 372 7 000 










































































































































2 094 514 
77 444 
2 141 871 


















2 096 489 
1 578 
1 





























0 * 3 465 243 
2 728 051 
: 737192 
3 399 556 
: 450152 
: 448 508 
429 904 
: 3 542 
: 1 301 
: 51 945 
: 3 776 
: 51 883 
: 29 607 
: 656 
: 196 538 
: 486 
: 7 422 
: 15 816 
: 71 259 
: 750 
: 2 496 
: 11 031 








: 1 923 
: 897 
: 2 446 
: 107 
: 168 006 
: 43 379 
: 43 243 
17 462 
: 1891 
: 2 175 
: 2 485 
: 18 275 
: 1777 
: 1778 
: 6 809 
28 653 
: 2 763 
: 1 831 
: 1 135 



































































Unknown ' " " 
(6) Census results, 15.5.1961. The resident male population on 1.1.1998 (3 918 500] is shared hy broad citizenships as follows: 3 571 400 nationals, 181300 from former Yugoslavia, 81 000 Turkish citizens and 136 800 other non-nationals 
(7j Latiour Force Survey, Spring 1997, rounded figures. Figures below 1000 are represented by =. Figure for non-nationals includes 11 000 persons of Commonwealth or other citizenships which are not reported 
in the geographical breakdown and are presented in Other1 
(8) Data referto ail former Soviet Union Republics without distinguishing the geographical location; for each reporting country, data are shared between Europe and Asia according to the available breakdown by citizenship 
(9) Data do not include former Soviet Union Republics located in Asia when a detailed breakdown oy single citizenship is unavailable 
(10) Including nationals and non-nationals for Denmark, Finland, United Kingdom and Norway 
eurostat 85 
B-2.3 
Population by citizenship, 1 January 1998, females 
Country of residence 































































191605 1 0 0 * 149 070 400 P 5 209 592 2 679191 42 065 068 5 314 207 20103 483 29 086 899 
4 779 336 2 555 256 38 776197 5 229 369 
430 256 123 918 3 288 871 84 838 
5 095 372 2 630 833 41 495 350 5 286 323 
5 044 007 2 587 757 39 595184 5 254 921 
5 043 404 
5 018 674 






























2 578 012 
12 323 
241 
































39 590 046 
39 358 862 
11724 
11 529 








































































4 759 98 020 9 731 
592 14154 537 
541 5 579 615 
2 315 46 923 6 192 




































27 472 649 
1 614 250 
28 253 518 
54 378 994 
28 092 513 




































1 865 800 
1 808 300 
57 500 
1 858 100 * 
1 852 700 * 
1 852700 
1 819 300* 
1 808 300 
33 400 
5 400 
29 567 628 
29 179 364 
388 264 
29 350 068 
29 257130 
29 256 600 





















































(1) Data for all former Soviet Union Republics are added to Europe: 'Other includes refugees for whom further citizenship breakdown is unavailable 
(2| Data referto 1.1.1997 
(3) Census results 5.3.1990. metropolran France 
(4) Provisional data based on the Labour Force Survey. April 1998 





7 593 345 
320 805 
7 762 865 * 
7 682 400 
7 681 215 

















































4 041 797 
3 817 268 
224 529 
4 020 618 
3 858 815 
3 858 380 

















































5 162 720 
5 089 598 
73122 
5 112 471 




















































2 638 251 
2 598 754 
39 228 
2 626140 
2 604 724 
2 604 451 

















































4 475 712 
4 211 810 
263 902 
4 396 940 





















































29 533 000 
28 400 000 
1 128 000 
28 934 000 
28 848 000 














































ion by citizenship, 1 Januai 
Country of residence 
IS L | (2) NO121 EEA CH 
135 937 15 967 2 220 570 193 989 6 0 0 * 3 631222 
132 646 : 2140 663 2 993 256 
3 291 79 651 637 966 
134 926 : 2188 836 3 562 495 
134 204 : 2 174 051 370 302 
1 371 : 31736 368 875 
522 : 8 848 353 024 
21 : 230 : 3 405 
549 : 9125 : 1 455 
216 : 2 655 : 43 792 
2 54 : 2 906 
35 : 378 : 43 015 
58 869 : 27 143 
15 229 : 682 
10 282 : 148 053 
: 4 : 350 
63 : 1 495 : 6 782 
15 252 : 12 481 
27 239 : 65 889 
62 : 2 215 : 1432 
151 : 9 256 : 2 707 
147 : 4 453 : 8 783 
132 851 : 2142 745 2 994 683 
132 646 : 1 650 : 53 
: 2 : 690 
187 : 2 140 663 : 684 
18 : 430 : 2 993 256 
702 : 12 421 161742 
4 : 46 : 423 
14 : 75 : 2 651 
448 : 1 587 : 2 404 
4 : 304 : 1 403 
99 1 471 : 3 938 
24 390 : 239 
99 : 8 721 : 148 601 
2 : 1 934 : 37195 
1 1 924 : 37 090 
55 4 270 13 883 
2 84 : 1 006 
7 : 548 : 2 536 
: 37 : 1 089 
392 : 7 922 24 010 
7 : 356 : 4 458 
32 585 : 1922 
288 : 4 612 : 6180 
515 : 18 565 : 29 713 
6 : 1 290 : 2 237 
1 : 1 647 : 1 537 
2 : 4 499 : 510 
49 : 393 : 980 
25 284 : 759 
24 101 : 209 
: - : -
328 141 
: 256 































































[6J Census results. l5.5.l99'.The residentfemaie populaüon on 1.1.199B (4157 000) ís shared by broad citizenships a5 follows: 3 823 600 nationaJs, 153 Θ0Ο from former Yugoslavia, 57 900 Turkish citizens and 121 600 other non-nationals 
(7) Labour Force Survey, Spring 1997, rounded figures. Figures below 1000 are represented by -. Figure for non-nationals includes 11000 persons of Commonwealth or other citizenships which are not reported 
in the geographical breakdown and are presented in Other 
(8) Data referto all former Soviet Union Republics without distinguishing the geographical location; for each reporting country, data are shared between Europe and Asá according to the available breakdown by citizenship 
(9) Datado not include fo/mer Soviet Union Republics located in Asia when a detailed breakdown by single citizenship is unavailable 
(tO)lndudng nationals and non-nationals for Denmark, Finland, United Kingdom and Norway 
eurostat 87 
B-3.1.1 

















EU-15 EUR-11 Β 















































EL1 2 1 E ρ 13) 





























IRL '4> l(S» L 








































































EL'2 ' E ρ (3) 













































































































































(1) 1.1.1997, the fitst five age groups are: 0-5,6-9,10-14,15-20 and 21-24; sum by age may differ from total due to the inclusion of unknown 
(2) Data refer to 1.1.1997; sum by age may differ from total due to the inclusion of unknown 
(3) Census results 5.3.1990,metropolitan France 
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IS LI1 5 ' NO'5 ' EEA CH 













































































A W Ρ FIN 















































































































































A'6» Ρ FIN 




























































































































(5) Data re fer to 1.1.1997 
(6) Census results, 15.5.1991 
(7) Labour Force Survey. Spring 1997 
eurostat 89 
B-3.2.1 

































































EL'2 ' E ρ (3) 






































































































































IRL'41 | (S) L 















































































































(1 ) 1.1.1997, the first five age groups are: 0-5,6-9,10-14,15-20 and 21-24: sum by age may differ from total due to the inclusion of unknown 
(2! Data refer to 1.1.1997; sum by age may differ from total due to the inclusion of unknow η 
(3) Census results 5.3.1990,metropolitan France 
(4) Est'mate based on Labour Force Survey, April 1998; age groups: 0-14,15-24,25-44,45-64 and 65+ 
90 Ξ2 eurostat 
B-3.2.1 
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IS LI'5' NO'5 ' EEA 
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IS LI NO'5» EEA 




























































(5) Data referto 1.1.1997 
(6) Census results, 15.5.1991 
(7) Labour Force Survey. Spring 1997 
eurostat 91 
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IRL'4» Ι (SI L 






(1) 1.1.1997. the first five age groups are: 0-5,6-9,10-14,15-20 and 21-24; sum by age may differ from total due to the inclusion of unknown 
(2) Data refer to 1.1.1997; sum by age may differ from total due to the inclusion of unknown 
(3) Census results 5.3.1990, metropolitan France 
(4) Estimate based on Labour Force Survey. April 1998; age groups: 0-14,15-24,25-44,45-64 and 65+ 
92 eurostat 
B-3.3.1 
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IS LI NO'51 EEA 















































































A'6 ' Ρ FIN 





























































IS LI NO'5» EEA 




























































(5| Data refer to 1.1.1997 
(6) Census results. 15.5.1991 
(7) Labour Force Survey. Spring 1997 
eurostat 93 
B-3.4.1 
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EL'2' E ρ (3) 





























IRL ' 4 1 I ' 2 ' L 






(1 ) 1.1.1997, the first five age groups are: 0-5.6-9,10-14,15-20 and 21-24 
(2) Data re fer to 1.1.1997 
(3) Census results 5.3.1990,metropolitan France 
(4) Labour Force Survey, April 1998; age groups: 0-14,15-24,25-44,45-64 and 65+ 
94 eurostat 
B-3.4.1 
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IS LI'5» NO'5 ' EEA CH 
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A'5' Ρ FIN 





























































IS LI NO'5 ' EEA 




























































(5) Census results, 15.5.1991 






























Based on the following countries: B, DK, D, I (estimate), L, NL, A, FIN, S, UK, IS and NO 
eurostat 99 
C-2 Immigration and emigration by main groups of citizenship, 1997 
(% of total population) 
Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
Β DK D EL E F 
Nationals D Other EU Π Non-EU 
Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
IRL I L NL A Ρ 
Nationals D Other EU D Non-EU 
Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
FIN S UK IS NO CH 
Nationals □ Other EU Π Non-EU 
IRL: Provisional data 
1:1996 
100 EE3 eurostat 
C-3 Immigration and emigration by main groups of citizenship, 1997 
100 
Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
Β DK D EL E F 
Nationals Π Other EU D Non-EU 
Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
IRL I L NL Α Ρ 
Nationals D Other EU D Non-EU 
100 Ί r-1 
Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
FIN S UK IS NO CH 
I Nationals Q Other EU Ώ Non-EU 





C-4 Immigration and emigration of nationals by sex, 1997 
100 
75 -
Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
Β DK D EL E F 
I Males D Females 
100 -ι m 
Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
IRL I L NL Α Ρ 
I Males Π Females 
% 
100 -, 
Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
FIN S UK IS NO CH 
■ Males El Females 
IRL: Provisional data 
1:1996 
102 eurostat 
C-5 Immigration and emigration of non-nationals by sex, 1997 
Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
Β DK D EL EL F 
I Males □ Females 
Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
IRL I L NL Α Ρ 




[£! "ø ,-.ρ :<ί. £S: jü :tí Γ·Υ 
Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
FIN S UK IS NO CH 
I Males Π Females 
IRL: Provisional data 
1:1996 
eurostat 103 










































































































Somalia f o r m e r 































EU-15 EUR-11 Β DK D ELm E B ) ρ (3) IRL'4' | (5) L 
: : 58 849 50 105 840 633 22 078 57 877 65 750 44 000 171967 10 423 
: : 39 320 38 393 746 969 : 29 000 47 510 6 591 
: : 19529 11712 93664 : 15000 124457 3 832 
(1) Only non-nabonaJs 
(2) Assisted permanent national emigrants 
(3) Only non-nationals, including refugees 
(4) Year ending April 1997, provisional data 
(5)1996 
C-1.1.2 
Immigration, emigration and net migration, 1997, per 1000 population 




















EL ( " 
2.1 
















(1) Only non-nationals 
(2) Assisted permanent national emigrants 
(3| Only non-nationals, including refugees 




Immigration, emigration and net migration, 1997 














































































resident on 1 
EEA CH 
7.3 : 12.9 
4.8 : 13.9 





(6) International Passenger Survey, rounded figures 
eurostat 111 
C-1.2.1 






















EU-15 EUR-11 Β 
: 58849 
: : 9609 
: : 49 240 
: : 27 583 
: : 21 566 
: : 32 737 
: : 480* 
: : 3 000 * 
: : 7127 
: : 4 964 
: : 3644 
: : 1 320 
: : 4 004 
: : 259 
: : 6 300 * 
: : 37 400* 
: : 11840* 
: : 58 



























































































































































(1 ) Sum by main citizenship groups may differ from total due to the inclusion of unknown, other remaining categories and/or rounding 
(2) Including refugees 
(3) Year ending April 1997, provisional data 
(4-11996 
C-1.2.2 























EU-15 EUR-11 Β 
100.0 
: : 16.3 
: : 83.7 
: : 46.9 
: : 36.6 
: : 55.6 
: : 0.8 * 
: : 5.1 * 
: : 12.1 
8.4 
: : 6.2 
: : 2.2 
: : 6.8 
: : 0.4 
10.7 * 
: : 63.6 * 
: 20.1 * 
: : 0.1 
: : 0.2 





















D EL E F IRL(2) 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
26.8 38.5 46.6 
73.2 : 61.5 53.4 
17.9 : 24.1 31.1 
55.0 37.5 : 22.0 
52.4 27.5 : 
0.6 : 1.1 
27.2 : 2.2 
4.0 14.5 : 
3.5 16.0 
2.0 0.8 : 9.5* 
1.5 15.2 
12.6 : 3.5 
0.3 : 0.1 
15.3 13.3 
55.2 28.5 22.0* 
17.6 : 33.1 : 31.4* 
: : : : 12.5 
0.1 : 0.0 : 










































(1 ) Sum by main citizenship groups may differ from total due to the inclusion of unknown, other remaining categories and/or rounding 
(2) Year ending April 1997, provisional data 
(3) 1996 
112 ΓΞί7λ eurostat 
C-1.2.1 





























































































































IS Ll NO EEA CH 
3 990 : 31957 91687 
2 584 : 9 931 : 22 083 
1405 : 22 019 : 69 604 
524 10 825 : 31554 
881 11194 : 38 050 
1027 14 350 : 48 829 
73 : 876 : 460 
430 2 292 : 14 367 
38 : 1 527 : 3 904 
143 1 847 : 7 929 
88 : 1 152 : 3 758 
55 695 : 4171 
187 4 105 : 8 353 
9 : 158 : 563 
75 1 569 : 13 536 
1126 15 756 : 54 051 
278 : 6 256 : 15 553 
: - : -
1 : 32 : 26 
















Mediterranean countries m 
Developed countries 




(5) Data for non-nationals includes H 670 immigrants for which the citizenship was unknown; rounded figures 
(6) International Passenger Survey, rounded figures 
(7) Excluding Mediterranean EU Member States 
C-1.2.2 
Immigration by main groups of citizenship, 1997(1) 
(%) 


























67.7 : 38.0 
0.9 : 0.6 
41.5 25.9 
3.5 6.1 
3.0 : 2.7 
1.8 1.8 
1.2 : 0.9 
6.4 12.2 
0.3 : 0.4 
31.8 : 3.6 
70.2 40.7 
10.8 18.6 









































IS LI NO EEA CH 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
64.8 31.1 : 24.1 
35.2 68.9 : 75.9 
13.1 : 33.9 : 34.4 
22.1 : 35.0 : 41.5 
25.7 44.9 : 53.3 
1.8 : 2.7 : 0.5 
10.8 7.2 : 15.7 
1.0 4.8 : 4.3 
3.6 : 5.8 : 8.6 
2.2 : 3.6 : 4.1 
1.4 : 2.2 : 4.5 
4.7 12.8 : 9.1 
0.2 : 0.5 : 0.6 
1.9 4.9 : 14.8 
28.2 49.3 : 59.0 
7.0 : 19.6 : 17.0 
0.0 : 0.1 : 0.0 






















(<■) All immigrants for which the citizenship was unknown are considered non-nationals 
(5) International Passenger Survey 
(6) Excluding Mediterranean EU Member States 
eurostat 113 
C-1.2.3 
Immigration by main groups of citizenship, 1997, (% of non-national immigrants)(1) 
Non-nationals 












Mediterranean countries m 
Developed countries 




EU-15 EUR-11 Β 
100.0 
: : 56.0 
: : 43.8 
: : 66.5 
: : 1.0* 
: : 6.1 * 
: : 14.5 
: : 10.1 
: : 7.4 
: : 2.7 
: : 8.1 
: 0.5 
: : 12.8 * 
: : 76.0 * 
: 24.0 * 
: : 0.1 
: : 0.2 








































































































































(1) Sum by main citizenship groups may differ from total due to the indusion of unknown, other remaining categories and/or rounding 
(2) Including refugees 
(3) Year ending April 1997, provisional data 
(4)1996 
C-1.2.4 
Immigration, 1997, per 1000 population of the same main groups of citizenship 






















EU-15 EUR-11 Β 
5.8 
: : 1.0 
55.3 
: : 49.3 
65.2 
: : 49.2 
: : 140.0 * 




: : 183.3 
: : 154.5 * 
: : 393.6 * 
: : 55.0 
: : 56.2 






































































































(2) Exduding Mediterranean EU MemberStates 
114 eurostat 
C-1.2.3 
Immigration by main groups of citizenship, 1997, (% of non-national immigrants)(1) 











































































































IS LI NO EEA CH 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
37.3 49.2 : 45.3 
62.7 : 50.8 : 54.7 
73.1 : 65.2 : 70.2 
5.2 : 4.0 : 0.7 
30.6 10.4 : 20.6 
2.7 6.9 : 5.6 
10.2 8.4 : 11.4 
6.3 5.2 : 5.4 
3.9 : 3.2 : 6.0 
13.3 18.6 : 12.0 
0.6 0.7 : 0.8 
5.3 7.1 : 19.4 
80.1 71.6 : 77.7 
19.8 28.4 : 22.3 
0.1 : 0.1 : 0.0 
0.1 : 0.0 : 0.0 
Non-nationals 












Mediterranean countries m 
Developed countries 




(5) All immigrants forwhich the citizenship was unknown are considered non-nationals 
(6) International Passenger Survey 
(7) Exduding Mediterranean EU MemberStates 
C-1.2.4 
Immigration, 1997, per 1000 population of the same main groups of citizenship 





















1 3 4 . 4 * 
7 0 . 3 * 















































































IS FL NO EEA CH 
14.8 7.3 12.9 
9.8 2.3 : 3.9 
272.9 140.2 : 50.8 
221.6 168.8 : 38.2 
13.0 4.9 : 9.6 
288.6 150.2 : 39.4 
229.0 : 216.0 : 151.0 
494.3 98.0 : 43.5 
333.3 152.9 : 130.5 
192.5 121.8 : 196.5 
135.8 113.2 : 178.1 
578.9 139.2 : 216.6 
282.1 117.7 : 149.2 
132.4 210.7 : 278.3 
1 829.3 762.0 : 1 021.5 
265.8 148.7 : 42.9 
305.2 : 122.3 : 140.2 
1 000.0 40.6 : 78.8 
















Mediterranean countr ies ( 2 ) 
Developed countries 






















Mediterranean countries m 
Developed countries 




EU-15 EUR-11 Β 
: 39 320 
: : 15846 
: : 23 474 
: : 15 423 
: : 8 045 
: : 16 974 
: : 356 * 
: 850* 
: : 1 173 
: : 3 335 
: : 2 813 
: : 522 
: : 1758 
: : 183 
: : 880 * 
: : 20 730 * 
: : 18 590* 
: : 45 












































E « F IRL'31 












































(1) Sum by main citizenship groups may differ from total due to the indusion of unknown, other remaining categories and/or rounding 
(2) Assisted permanent national emigrants 
(3) Vear ending April 1997, provisional data 
(4)1996 
C-1.3.2 

















Mediterranean countries |4) 
Developed countries 




EU-15 EUR-11 Β 
: 100.0 
: : 40.3 
: : 59.7 
: : 39.2 
: : 20.5 
: : 43.2 
: : 0.9* 
: : 2.2 * 
: : 3.0 
: : 8.5 
: : 7.2 
: : 1.3 
: : 4.5 
: : 0.5 
2.2 * 
: : 52.7 * 
: : 47.3 * 
























D EL E F IRL 
100.0 : : : : 
14.7 : : : : 
85.3 
21.3 : : : : 
63.7 : : : : 
69.4 : : : : 
0.6 
41.2 : : : : 
3.2 : : 
3.3 : : : : 
2.2 : 
1.1 : : : 
8.7 : : : 
0.3 : : : 
29.6 
72.5 
12.5 : : : : 
: : : : 
0.1 : : : : 















































Emigration by main groups of citizenship, 1997(1) 





















A Ρ FIN 
68 585 : 9 854 
18 830 8 272 
49 703 9 598 1 572 
7 628 678 
42 075 894 
42 728 1151 
431 87 
30189 364 
1 584 : 102 
1 746 : 138 
1227 116 
519 22 
3 316 142 
211 : 38 
22 258 76 
44 415 1326 














































IS LI NO EEA CH 
3 921 21257 98 521 
3158 11223 : 30 641 
763 : 10 017 : 67 880 
471 : 5 454 : 42 798 
292 : 4 563 : 25 082 
601 : 7126 : 54 789 
61 421 : 475 
69 : 1 196 : 9140 
11 : 454 : 1 879 
88 : 1 279 : 5 494 
70 : 1 018 : 3 509 
18 : 261 : 1 985 
43 : 970 : 5 215 
20 171 : 491 
8 : 847 : 9 885 
697 : 8 398 : 59 768 
66 : 1 602 : 8112 
: - : -
: 17 : 12 
















Mediterranean countries m 
Developed countries 




(5) Rounded figures 
(6) International PassengerSurvey, rounded figures 
(!) Excluding Mediterranean EU Member States 
C-1.3.2 























A Ρ FIN 
100.0 100.0 
27.5 83.9 




























































IS LI NO EEA CH 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
80.5 52.8 : 31.1 
19.5 : 47.1 : 68.9 
12.0 : 25.7 : 43.4 
7.4 21.5 : 25.5 
15.3 33.5 : 55.6 
1.6 2.0 : 0.5 
1.8 5.6 : 9.3 
0.3 2.1 : 1.9 
2.2 6.0 : 5.6 
1.8 4.8 : 3.6 
0.5 1.2 : 2.0 
1.1 4.6 : 5.3 
0.5 : 0.8 : 0.5 
0.2 : 4.0 : 10.0 
17.8 39.5 : 60.7 
1.7 : 7.5 : 8.2 
: - : -

















Mediterranean countries '4| 
Developed countries 




(3) International Passenger Survey 
(<·) Exduding Mediterranean EU Member States 
eurostat 117 
C-1.3.3 
Emigration by main groups of citizenship, 1997, (% of non-national emigrants)(1) 
Non-nationals 












Mediterranean countries |4) 
Developed countries 




EU-15 EUR-11 Β 
100.0 
: : 65.7 
: : 34.3 
: : 72.3 
: : 1.5* 
: : 3.6 * 
: : 5.0 
: : 14.2 
: : 12.0 
: : 2.2 
: : 7.5 
: : 0.8 
: : 3.7 * 
: : 88.3 * 
: : 79.2 * 























0.7 : : : 
48.3 
3.8 : : : 
3.8 
2.6 : : 
1.3 : : : 
10.2 : : : : 
0.3 : : 
34.8 : : : : 
85.0 : : : : 
14.7 : : : : 
0.1 : : 




































(1) Sum by main citizenship groups may differ from total due to the inclusion of unknown, other remaining categories and/or rounding 
(2)1996 
C-1.3.4 
Emigration, 1997, per 1000 population of the same main groups of citizenship 






















EUR 15 EUR-11 Β 
3.9 
: : 1.7 
: : 26.4 
: : 27.6 
: : 24.3 
: : 25.5 
: : 103.8 * 
: : 39.4 * 
: : 6.6 
: : 155.4 
: : 196.7 
: : 72.5 
: : 67.8 * 
: : 278.1 * 
: : 30.5 
: : 88.2 





















D EL E F IRL ,(11 
9.1 : : : 7.9 0.8 
1.5 : : : 0.7 
87.1 : : : : 11.5 
86.5 20.6 
86.9 : 9.6 
86.3 16.5 
95.6 : : : : 17.9 
148.8 12.1 
81.1 : : 4.5 
129.1 : : : : 18.3 
126.0 : : : : 30.2 
136.1 : : : : 13.9 
87.2 : : : : 8.7 
229.1 25.2 
1 508.7 : 7.3 
88.3 18.2 
78.9 : : : 6.3 









(2) Excluding Mediterranean EU MemberStates 
118 =?¿ eurostat 
C-1.3.3 








































































IS LI NO EEA CH 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
61.7 54.4 : 63.0 
38.3 45.6 : 37.0 
78.8 71.1 : 80.7 
8.0 4.2 : 0.7 
9.0 : 11.9 : 13.5 
1.4 4.5 : 2.8 
11.5 12.8 : 8.1 
9.2 10.2 : 5.2 
2.4 : 2.6 : 2.9 
5.6 : 9.7 : 7.7 
2.6 1.7 : 0.7 
1.0 8.5 : 14.6 
91.3 : 83.8 : 88.0 
8.7 : 16.0 : 12.0 
: 0.2 : 
: 0.2 : 
Non-nationals 


















(3) International Passenger Survey 
(4) Exduding Mediterranean EU MemberStates 
C-1.3.4 
Emigration, 1997, per 1000 population of the same main groups of citizenship 

















A Ρ FIN 
8.5 1.9 
2.6 : 1.6 














































































































Mediterranean countries |2) 
Developed countries 





























EU-15 EUR-11 Β 
: 19 529 
: : -6 237 
: : 25766 
: 12160 
: : 13 521 
: : 15763 
: : 124 * 
: : 2150* 
: : 5 954 
: : 1 629 
: : 831 
: : 798 
: 2 246 
: : 76 
: : 5420* 
: : 16670* 
: : -6 750 * 
: : 13 






















D EL E F IRL «I 
93 664 15 000 
115432 : : : : 
-21 768 : : 





9 290 : : 
5 000 : : : 
522 
4 478 : 
41 003 
117 
-92709 : : : : 
-76 999 : : : : 
54 960 
100 : 










































(1 ) Calculated as difference between immigration and emigration 
(2) Vear ending April 1997, provisional data 
(3)1996 
C-1.4.2 
Net migration, 1997, per 1000 population of the same main groups of citizenship 
















Mediterranean countries '2| 
Developed countries 




EU-15 EUR-11 Β 
1.9 
: : -0.7 
: : 28.9 
: : 21.7 
40.9 
: : 23.7 
: : 36.2 * 
: : 99.5 * 
: : 33.6 
: : 75.9 
: : 58.1 
: : 110.8 
: : 86.6 
: : 115.5 
: : 24.5 * 
: : -32.0 * 





















D EL E F IRL l«> 
1.1 : : : 4.1 2.2 
1.5 : : -0.2 
-3.0 182.5 
-4.7 : : : : 51.4 
-2.5 : 210.2 
-12.9 : : : : 172.1 
7.0 : : 43.8 
-38.4 : : : : 270.1 
31.1 : : : : 201.7 
26.4 : : : : 194.3 
4.0 36.7 
76.2 253.4 
55.2 : : : : 165.8 
12.5 : : : : 65.9 
-631.7 205.0 
-12.6 : : 160.3 
46.5 : : : : 199.9 
5.4 : 8.2 








(2) Exduding Mediterranean EU Member States 
120 £ eurostat 
C-1.4.1 
Net migration by main groups of citizenship, 1997(1) 




















A Ρ FIN 
1537 3 710 
-5 603 -2 855 
7156 -7 700 6 526 
3 879 702 
3 277 : 5 824 
4 758 : 4 008 
209 -11 





1 140 1 519 
2 13 
36 411 
4 828 : 4 201 
2 344 2 286 
34 39 









































IS LI NO EEA CH 
69 : 10 700 -6 834 
-574 -1 292 : -8 558 
642 12 002 : 1724 
53 : 5 371 : -11244 
589 6 631 : 12 968 
426 : 7 224 : -5 960 
12 455 : -15 
361 : 1096 : 5 227 
27 : 1 073 : 2 025 
55 568 : 2 435 
18 : 134 : 249 
37 : 434 : 2 186 
144 3 135 : 3138 
-11 : -13 : 72 
67 : 722 : 3 651 
429 : 7 358 : -5 717 
212 4 654 : 7 441 
1 : 15 : 14 






















(4) Rounded figures 
(5) International Passenger Survey 
(6) Exduding Mediterranean EU Member States 
C-1.4.2 
Net migration, 1997, per 1000 population of the same main groups of citizenship 

















A Ρ FIN 
0.2 0.7 
-0.8 -0.6 




: : -11.8 
95.7 
94.5 

















































IS LI NO EEA CH 
0.3 2.4 -1.0 
-2.2 -0.3 : -1.5 
124.7 76.4 : 1.3 
22.4 83.8 : -13.6 
8.7 2.9 : 3.3 
119.7 : 75.6 : -4.8 
38.0 112.0 : -4.8 
414.9 46.9 : 15.8 
236.8 : 107.4 : 67.7 
74.0 37.4 : 60.3 
27.8 : 13.2 : 11.8 
389.5 86.9 : 113.5 
217.2 89.9 : 56.0 
-161.8 -17.3 : 35.6 
1 634.1 350.7 : 275.5 
101.3 69.4 : -4.5 
232.7 : 91.0 : 67.1 
1 000.0 19.0 : 42.4 
























Immigration by c tizenship, 1997, total(1) 
Country of current residence 
















































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 




Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 

























































































































































































































































65 750 23 500 
15 020 
6 937 






























































































































































Immigration by citizenship, 1997, total(1) 































































































































































































































































































































































































31 957 91 687 
: 9 931 22 083 
: 22 019 69 604 
: 24 281 70 912 
21 567 32 014 
10 825 3 1 5 5 4 














































































































































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 




Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 
other / not stated 
eurostat 123 
C-2.1 







Holy See (Vatican City) 
Turkey 
























































other / not stated 
Country of current residence 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Immigration by citizenship, 1997, total (1) 
Country of current residence 


















































































































































































































































































































































































Holy See (Vatican City) 
Turkey 
























































other / not stated 
eurostat 125 
C-2.1 
Immigration by c 
America 




























































itizenship, 1997, total(1) 
Country of current residence 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Immigration by citizens 
























































































































































































ïhip, 1997, total(1) 
America 












































































































Country of current residence 
































































































































































































































































































(1) Sum by main citizenship groups may differ from total due to the inclusion of unknown, other remaining categories and/or rounding 
(2) Unknown 'includes non-nationals only 
(3) Induding refugees; only non-nationals for Europe, EEA, EU-15 and EUR-11 




Immigration by citizenship, 1997, total 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































(6) Rounded figures 
(!) International PassengerSurvey, rounded figures. Figures below 1000 are represented by = 
(8) Data refer to all former Soviet Union flepubfics withoutdistinguishing the geographical location; foreach reporting country, dataare shared between Europe and Asia according to the available breakdown 
by citizenship; figures presented in 'other /not stated' may include former SU Republics located in Asia 
(9) Datado not include former Soviet Union Republics located in Asia when a detailed breakdown by single citizenship is unavaiable 
eurostat 129 
C-2.2 
Immigration by citizenship, 1997, males(1) 
Country of current residence 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































(1 ) Sum by main dbzenship groups may differ from total due to the inclusion of unknown, o trier remaining categortes and/or rounding 
(2) Unknown indudes non-nationals only 
(3) Induding refugees: only non-nationals for EEA, EU-15 and EUR-11 




Immigration by citizenship, 1997, males(1) 
Country of current residence 




















































































































































































































































































= 4 000 
1 000 
2 000 
= 2 000 
47 000 
= 
= = = = 
1000 
= 















































































































































































































































(6) Rounded figures 
(7) Intemabonal Passenger Suivey, rounded figures. Figures below 1000 are represented by = 
(8) Data refer to all fornier Soviet Union Republics without distinguishing the geographical location; for each reporting countiy, dala are shared between Europe and Asia according to the available breakdown 
by citizenship; figures presented in 'other y not stated'may include fornier SU Republics located in Asia 
(9) Datado not indude foimer Soviet Union Republics located in Asia when a detailed breakdown by single dbzenship isunavaiable 
eurostat 131 
C-2.3 
Immigration by citizenship, 1997, females 
Country of current residence 
(1) 






































































: 4 439 
: 246 
: 1 536 
: 291 
: 642 









: 1 302 



























































































































































































































































































































































(1) Sum by main dbzenship groups may differ from total due to the inclusion of unknown, other remaining categories and/or rounding 
(2) Unknown ¡ndudes non-nabonals only 
(3) Including refugees; only non-nabonals for EEA, EU-15 and EUR-11 

















































































































































































































































































































































Immigration by citizenship 
Country of current residence 
IS LI NO EEA CH 
2 039 16 367 46 220 
1248 : 4 872 10 538 
791 : 11491 35 682 
1 838 12 096 34 814 
1611 : 10 445 15 470 
315 : 5 1 9 8 15 222 
112 : 1 525 13 254 
5 : 33 : 291 
113 874 : 257 
38 : 392 : 3 827 
1 : 4 : 113 
4 : 61 : 818 
19 : 150 : 2 231 
: 21 : 144 
5 46 : 1 804 
: - : 44 
12 187 : 525 
2 29 : 633 
6 : 39 : 2 672 
21 567 : 265 
70 : 2 469 : 470 
19 : 326 : 1 128 
1 298 : 5 282 10 786 
1 248 375 : 13 
: - : 58 
48 : 4 872 : 177 
2 35 : 10 538 
225 : 1 473 : 7 629 
2 : 12 : 74 
4 : 33 : 346 
161 191 : 244 
3 : 88 : 190 
30 615 : 1 036 
10 : 170 : 90 
21 : 465 : 5 439 
143 : 1 1 7 7 
: 142 : 1 151 
10 762 : 1 8 7 1 
1 : 24 : 89 
1 : 100 : 397 
11 : 126 
71 : 954 4 746 
3 83 : 950 
7 85 : 506 
33 : 484 : 1 409 
112 : 2 456 4475 
13 214 : 821 
6 97 : 313 
337 : 118 
8 74 299 
5 : 53 : 221 
3 : 20 : 75 
: - : -
: 21 : 15 
































































(6) Rounded figures 
(7) Intemabonal Passenger Survey, rounded figures. Figures below 1000 are represented by = 
(8) Data refer to all former Soviet Union Republics without distinguishing the geographical locab'on; for each reporting country, data are shared between Europe and Asia according to the available breakdown 
by citizenship; figures presented in 'other/ notstated'may include foimer SU Republics located in Asia 
(9) Data do not indude former Soviet Union Republics located in Asia when a detailed breakdown by single dbzenship is unavailable 
eurostat 133 
C-3.1 
Emigration by citizenship, 1997, total 
Country of previous residence 
(1) 


















































Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Croatia 
the F.Y.R.of Macedonia 
Slovenia 











: 28 248 





: 2 791 
: 180 
: 1 556 
: 143 


















































































































































































































































Emigration by citizenship, 1997, total(1) 
Country of previous residence 




































































































































38 543 225 000 
23 241 131 000 
15 208 94 000 
34 543 169 000 
32 360 164 000 
29 719 163 000 
























































































































































































































































































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Croatia 
the F.Y.R.of Macedonia 
Slovenia 











Holy See (Vatican City) 
Turkey 
























































other / not stated 
zenship, 1997 , total 
Country of previous residence 
EU-15 EUR-11 Β 
28f 
5£ 








































































































































































































































































Emigration by citizenship, 1997, total(1) 
Country of previous residence 
NL1 FIN UK' IS NO EEA CH 






























































































1 1 000 
















































































































































Holy See (Vatican City) 
Turkey 
























































other / not stated 
eurostat 137 
C-3.1 
Emigration by citizenship, 1997, total(1) 
Country of previous residence 
ευ-15 EUR-11 DK EL IRL1' 
America 






























































































































































































































































Emigration by citizenship, 1997, total 
Country of previous residence 
(1) 





















































































































































































































































































































IS LI NO EEA 



































































































































































































































































































zenship, 1997 , total 
Country of previous residence 






















































































































































































(1) Sum by main citizenship groups may differ from total due to the inclusion of unknown, other remaining categories and/or rounding 
(2) Unknown includes non-nationals only 
(3} Assisted permanent national emigrants 
































































































































































































































Emigration by citizenship, 1997, total(1> 
















































































































































































(6) Rounded figures 
(7) International Passenger Survey, rounded figures. Figures below 1000 are represented by = 
(8) Data refer to all former Soviet Union Republics without distinguishing the geographical location; for each reporting country, data are shared between Europe and Asia according to the available 
breakdown by citizenship: figures presented in 'other/ not stated' may include former SU Republics located in Asia 
(9) Datado not include former Soviet Union Republics located in Asia when a detailed breaJwJown by single citizenship ¡s unavailable 
eurostat 141 
C-3.2 
































































Country of previous residence 





16 401 · 
16 305 
14 826 































































































D(2) EL £(3) F IRL '" I (S 
477 595 14 700 27 665 
60 339 : 223 23 349 
417 256 : 4 316 
399 983 25 815 
165195 : 24 542 
164 446 24 538 
138 770 24 179 
1 025 : 48 
1 542 : 33 
60 339 299 
13 288 : 57 
4 653 : 223 : 62 
6 912 214 
2 718 : 21 
26 264 : 23 349 
269 : : : : 4 
4 078 : : 72 
7169 : 25 
23 886 : 56 
1457 : 29 
1 789 66 
9 057 : 203 
2 221 104 
193 : : : : -
8 : : : : -
548 : 4 
1472 100 
201 498 : 1 140 
1 124 147 
10 089 : 84 
55 856 : : 34 
8 374 : 34 
18 123 15 
1 690 1 
95 912 : 798 
31 818 33 
31 724 12 
18 405 696 
1315 : 41 
1 904 : 254 
349 : 8 
12 726 594 
943 : 76 
916 : : : : 40 
8 378 : : : 286 
42 925 528 
3 911 : : : 38 
4148 : : : 58 
2 586 : : 156 
1 412 : : 31 
572 : : 29 
158 
: : : : -


























































(I I Sum by main citizenship groups may differ from total due to Hie indusion of unknown, other remaining categories and/or rounding 
(2) Unknown indudes non-nabonals only 
(3) Assisted peimanentnab'onal emigrant 
(4) Year ending April 1997. provisional data 
(5)1996 
142 Ξ5 eurostat 
C-3.2 
Emigration by citizenship, 1997, males 
Country of previous residence 
d) 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(6) Rounded figures 
(7) International Passenger Survey, rounded figures. Figures below 1000 are represented by = 
(Θ) Data refer to all former Soviet Union Republics without distinguishing the geographical location; for each reporting country, data are shared between Europe and Asia according to the available 
breakdown by citizenslip; figures presented in 'other/ not stated'may indude foimerSU Republics located in Asia 
(9) Datado not include fornier Soviet Union Republics located in Asia when a detailed breakdown by single dbzenship isunavaiable 
eurostat 143 
C-3.3 
Emigration by citizenship, 1997, females(1) 
Country of previous residence 






































































: : 7 406 
: : 140 
: : 1 022 
: 199 
: : 454 
: : 1 349 
93 
: : 712 
: : 62 
: : 1 818 
: : 27 
: : 329 
: : 150 
: : 180 
: : 1 023 
204 * 
: : 133 
: : 71 
: : 50 
: : 313 
: : 41 
76 
: : 9 
: : 147 
494 
: : 126 
: 1 824 
: : 89 
: : 164 
: : 1 357 
897 
: : 106 
: : 52 
: : 391 
101 
: : 84 























































































































































































































(1 ) Sum by main dbzenship groups may differ from total due to the indusion of unknown, other remaining categories and/or rounding 
(2) Unknown indudes non-nabonals only 
(3) Assisted peimanent national emigrants 




Emigration by citizenship, 1997, females<1) 
Country of previous residence 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(6) Rounded figures 
(7) International Passenger Survey, rounded figures. Figures below 1000 are represented by = 
(8) Data refer to all foimer Soviet Union Republics without distinguishing the geographical location; for each reporting country, data are shared between Europe and Asia according to the available 
breakdown by citizenship; figures presented in 'other /not stated' may indude foimer SU Republics located in Asia 
(9) Data do not indude former Soviet Union Republics located in Asia when a detailed breakdown by single citizenship is unavailable 
eurostat 145 
C-4 












































































































































































D EL E F IRL I 
93 664 : : 15 000 124 457 
115 432 : -10 201 
-21 768 : : 134 658 
37 883 : 40 579 
106 718 : -3 484 
106 822 : : -3 603 
115146 : -5 333 
168 : 234 
-352 : 83 
115 432 : 1454 
-5 507 : : : 599 
-1 424 : : : : 706 
1 037 : 1 313 
-1 087 : : 124 
866 : : : : -10 201 
143 : : : : 18 
194 : 335 
-47 : : : : 307 
-97 257 
-39 : : : 120 
40 : : : : 247 
-2 505 : : 801 
323 : 542 
-70 : : : : 38 
2 : : : : 20 
-36 : : : : 61 
427 : 423 
-79 421 : 43 217 
519 : 20 302 
528 : : 1135 
1 142 : 3154 
648 : 6 614 
44 831 : : 2 194 
1 575 100 
-106 917 : : 8 604 
10 159 : 423 
10 172 377 
9 290 48 617 
246 : 2 811 
1 601 : : 21 953 
359 : : 5 542 
5 000 14 735 
307 : 135 
440 : 4 928 
215 : 623 
41 003 20 337 
384 : : 2 644 
12 495 : 26 
11011 26 
117 : 186 
127 137 
-45 : 16 
-
100 : : : : 3 

























































(1 ) Calculated as difference between rnmigration and emigration 
(2) Sum by main dbzenship groups may differ from total due to the inclusion of unknown, other remaining categories and/or rounding 
146 m. eurostat 
C-4 
Net migration by citizenship, 1997, total (1,2) 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(3) Rounded figures 
(4) International Passenger Survey, rounded figures. Figures below 1000 are represented by -
(5) Data referto all foimer Soviet Union Republics without distinguishing lhe geographical location; for each reporting counby, data are shared between Europe and Asia according to the available breakdown 
by citizenship; figures presented in 'other / not stated' may indude foimer SU Republics located in Asia 
(6) Data do not indude foimer Soviet Union Republics located in Asia when a detailed breakdown by single dbzenship is unavailable 
eurostat 147 
C-5 
Migration by age and main groups of citizenship, 1997 
Belgium 


















































































2 222 * 
































































































2 0 4 9 * 
6807 
(1) Data may differ from sum by dbzenship groups due to the inclusion of unknown 
C-5 

























































































































































































Migration by age and main groups of citizenship, 1997 
Germany 


























































184 705 630 490 
124 548 599 368 
60157 31122 
(I ) Data do not indude migrants for which lhe dbzenship was unknown 
C-5 


























































































































































(I) Permanent assisted emigrants 
C-5 






























12 400 * 












4 1 0 0 
4 600 
9 200 
4 100 * 

























(1} Year ending April 1997, provisional data 
150 eurostat 
C-5 
























































































































































































Migration by age and main groups of citizenship, 1997 
Luxembourg 





















































































































































































(11 Data may differ from sum by dbzenship groups due to the inclusion of unknown 
eurostat 151 
C-5 
























































































































































































(1) Figures rounded to the nearest 5; immigration data lor non-nationals and less developed countries indude migrants fom whom the dbzenship was unknown (14-760 cases at age total, i.e. 13% 
of total number of immigrants) 
C-5 























































































































































































(1) Data may differ from sum by citizenship groups due to the inclusion of unknown 
152 eurostat 
C-5 
Migration by age and main groups of citizenship, 1997 
Finland 





















































































































































































(1) Data may differfrom sum by citizenship groups due to the inclusion of unknown 
C-5 























































































































































































(1) Data may differfrom sum by dbzenship groups due to the inclusion of unknown 
eurostat 153 
C-5 
Migration by age and main groups of citizenship, 1997 (1) 



























































































































































(11 International Passenger Survey, rounded figures 
(2) Data do not indude non-national mig rants for which the citizenship was unknown 
C-5 

















































































































































1 6 i 8Ì -2 i ! ι ι Ι 
'ι 
3 ! 5 
- 2 ! i 
1 ί 
1 I °! 
0-19 
1 2 9 3 

























































































































































































































(I) Data may differfrom sum by dbzenship groups due to the indusion of unknown 
C-5 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































» D a t a reported by country of immigration 
«= Data reported by country of emigration 
(I ) Only non-nabonals of the reporting country for immigration and emigration 
(2) Yearending April 1997 
(3) Rounded figures of the reporting countries 
156 eurostat 
C-6.1 
Migration by country of previous/next residence, 1997 
































































































































































































(t| International Passenger Survey, rounded figures 
eurostat 157 
C-6.2 
Immigration by country of previous residence, 1997, total 
Country of current residence 
(1) 
EU-15 EUR-11 DK EL' IRL' 















































Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Croatia 
the F.Y.R. of Macedonia 
Slovenia 












50105 840 633 22 078 57 877 
































































































































































































































































































Immigration by country of previous residence, 1997, total(1) 
Country of current residence 
































































































































































































































































































































0 3 990 
0 3 326 
0 2 878 
0 2 454 
0 408 
0 22 



















































31 957 : 
20 584 : 
: 17164 
16 382 





































































































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Croatia 
the F.Y.R. of Macedonia 
Slovenia 
Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 

































of current residence 










































E F IRL'3' 
17 062 
1 598 : 6 600 
275 : 
1 126 : : 






277 : : 
8 : 
: 7 900 
-













(1 ) Sum by main groups of countries of previous residence may differ from total due to tile indusion of unknown, other remaining categories and/or rounding 
(2) Only non-nationals 




Immigration by country of previous residence, 1997, total(1 





















































































Country of current residence 
NO 
363 : 3 644 
249 2 289 
28 326 
4 162 



























(5) Rounded figures; 'other' concerns 310 children bom in a Dutch asylum seekers centre without a geographical reference on previous residence 
(6| International Passenger Survey, rounded figures 
"HZ Δ eurostat 161 
C-6.3 
Emigration by country of next residence, 1997, total (D 













































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Croatia 
the F.Y.R. of Macedonia 
Slovenia 
Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 



















: 38 393 
: 23 436 


























































D EL E'2» F IRL'3» I'4» L 
746 969 333 29 000 47 510 
568 896 7 32 960 
199 723 - : 24 418 
197 969 - 17 000 24 289 




































































12 900 3 666 












































































































































































































































































































































































































country of next residence, 1997, total(1) 
Country of previous residence 
IS LI NO EEA CH 
Q 3 921 21 257 
D 3 375 13 413 
0 3 266 1 1 7 6 5 
5 2 493 1 1 3 5 5 
5 416 6 1 5 3 
3 16 : 212 : : 




















































































































































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Croatia 
the F.Y.R. of Macedonia 
Slovenia 
Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 











"HZ Δ eurostat 163 
C-6.3 



















































































(1 ) Sum by main groups of countries of next residence may differ from total due to the indusion of unknown, other remaining categories and/or rounding 
(2) Assisted permanent national emigrants 



























































































385 3 280 
305 2 421 
43 : 306 
7 92 
69 2138 






14 : 53 






















(5) Rounded figures 
(6) Only non-nabonals 
(!) International Passenger Survey, rounded figures 
eurostat 165 
C-7.1 






















Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Croatia 
the F.Y.R. of Macedonia 
Slovenia 










































EU-15 EUR-11 Β 


























: : 444 









: : 32 


















































































































































































































































































F IRL ' " I«" L 


















(1) Rounded figures 
166 im eurostat 
C-7.1 
Asylum seekers by citizenship, 1997 
NL A Ρ FIN 

















































1 135 47 
























1 158 : 
291 : 
49 






























































































































































IS LI NO EEA CH 
: : 2 271 
696 
























: 23 982 
: 14 399 
19 
-
: 12 983 





















: 44 : 1 395 

















: : 15 : 108 
: : - : 88 


































































Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Croatia 
the F.Y.R. of Macedonia 
Slovenia 










































(2) Figures rounded b the nearest 5 
"HZ Δ eurostat 167 
C-7.2 






















Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Croatia 
the F.Y.R. of Macedonia 
Slovenia 




































EU-15 EUR-11 Β DK D 
8443 
: 3 728 
: : : : -






















: 3 086 










: : : : 8 
: : : : -































































































































































IRL'2 ' | Β) L 
150 60 
: : : 
. 
: : : 
(1 ) Refugees granted Geneva Convention status 




Refugees by citizenship, 1997 (1) 
NL13' A Ρ FIN S 
6486 650 4 4 1022 
: 836 
: : : : -


















: : : : 1 






: : 13 
: : : : -
: : : : -






























































IS LI NO EEA CH 
83 2 636 
69 : 1678 
: : - : -

































: - : 670 










: : - : 33 
: : - : 5 
: : - : -

















































Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Croatia 
the F.Y.R. of Macedonia 
Slovenia 






































































































































































































































































































































Working population by main groups of citizenship, sex and age, 1996/1998 
(1000) 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I 4 433.C 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































<40 40 + Total 
Males 
<40 40- Total 
Females 










































































































































































































(1) Working population living in households 
(2) Labour Force Survey 
(3) Hounded figures; data below 5000 are represented by = 
(*) Labour Force Survey, rounded figures 








<40 40 + Total 
Males 
<40 40 + Total 
Females 


















































































































































































































































































<40 40 + Total 
Males 
<40 40 + Total 
Females 






















































5.5 4.5 4.9 
4.7 4.1 4.1 








































































(1) Unemployed persons as a percentage of total working population of each group 
(2) Based on woikinç population living in households 































































































































































































































































(1) Based on population living in households 
(2) Data for USA indudes Canada 
(3) Labour Force Survey 
(4) Rounded figures; data below 5000 are represented by = 
180 "HZ Δ eurostat 
D-2.1 



























































3 611.7 4 561.9 1957.1 
3 267.5 4 485.2 1941.2 











































































































































































































































































Stateless / Unknown 
(5| Labour Force Survey, rounded figures; data below 1000 are represented by = 
(6) Data refer to all foimer Soviet Union Republics without distinguishing the geographical location; for each reporting country, data are shared between Europe and Asia according to the available 
breakdown by country ol dbzenship 
(!) Datado not induce fornier Soviet Union Republics located in Asia when a detailed breakdown by single country of dbzenship is unavailable 
eurostat 181 
D-2.2 







































































































































(1) Based on population Irving in households 
(2) Labour Force Survey 
(3) Rounded figures; data below 5000 are represented by = 
182 eurostat 
D-2.2 
























































































































1 698.1 3 528.5 23 408.0 
1 683.6 3 395.5 22 514.0 




























































































































































































































































Stateless / Unknown 
(4| Labour Force Survey, rounded figures; data below 1000 are represented by = 
(5) Data referto all foimer Soviet Union Republics without distinguishing the geographical location; for each reporting country, data are shared between Europe and Asia according to tiie available 
breakdown by country of dbzenship 
(6) Data do not indude foimer Soviet Union Republics located in Asia when a detailed breakdown by single country of citizenship is unavailable 
eurostat 183 
D-3.1 
Total workers by NACE Rev. 1 section and main groups of citizenship, 1996/1998 
(1000) 
Total 
A · Agriculture, hunting and 
forestry 
Β · Fishing 
C - Mining and quarrying 
except energy producing 
materials 
D - Manufacturing 
E - Electricity, gas, steam and 
hot water supply 
F - Construction 
G · Wholesale and retail trade 
repair of motor vehicles, 
motorcycles and 
personal/household goods 
H - Hotels and restaurants 
1 - Transport, storage and 
communication 
J - Financial intermediation 


































































































































































"HZ Δ eurostat 
D-3.1 




















7 250.0 3 611.7 



















3 827.5 26 947.0 














































































































































































































































































Β - Fishing 
C · Mining and quarrying 
except energy producing 
materials 
D - Manufacturing 
E - Electricity, gas, steam 
and hot water supply 
F - Construction 
G · Wholesale and retail 
trade; repair of motor 
vehicles, motorcycles and 
personal/household goods 
H - Hotels and restaurants 
I - Transport, storage and 
communication 
J - Financial intermediation 
Total Κ - Real estate, renting and 





Total workers by NACE Rev. 1 section and main groups of citizenship, 1996/1998 
(1000) 
L - Public administration and Total 
defence; compulsory social Nationals 
security Other EU 
Non-EU 








0 - Other community, social Total 
and personal service activities Nationals 
Other EU 
Non-EU 
Ρ - Private households with Total 
employed persons Nationals 
Other EU 
Non-EU 
Q - Extra-territorial Total 


























































(1) Based on population living in households 
(2) Section Bisendosed in section A, section H in G, sections Ν andO in M; total differs from sum by dbzenship and/or NACE Rev. I section because of unknown 
(3) Labour Force Survey 
186 B0 eurostat 
D-3.1 

































































































































































































L - Public administration and 
defence; compulsory social 
security 
M - Education 
Ν - Health and social work 
O · Other community, social 
and personal service 
activities 
Ρ - Private households with 
employed persons 
Q - Extra-territorial 
organizations and bodies 
Unknown 
(4) Rounded figures; data beiow 5000 are represented by 
(5) Labour Force Survey, rounded figures; data below 1000 are represented by 
eurostat 187 
D-3.2 
Employees by NACE Rev. 1 section and main groups of citizenship, 1996/1998 
(1000) 
Total 
A - Agriculture, hunting and 
forestry 
Β - Fishing 
C - Mining and quarrying 
except energy producing 
materials 





















E - Electricity, gas, steam and Total 
hot water supply 
F - Construction 
G · Wholesale and retail trade 
repair of motor vehicles, 
motorcycles and 
personal/household goods 
H - Hotels and restaurants 
1 - Transport, storage and 
communication 
J - Financial intermediation 























































































































































































































































: 1 698.1 



























































































































































: 1 876.3 : 
: 1 816.5 
35.1 
24.4 





























































































A-Agriculture, hunting and 
forestry 
Β - Fishing 
C - Mining and quarrying 
except energy producing 
materials 
D - Manufacturing 
E - Electricity, gas, steam 
and hot water supply 
F - Construction 
G - Wholesale and retail 
trade; repair of motor 
vehicles, motorcycles and 
personal/household goods 
H - Hotels and restaurants 
I - Transport, storage and 
communication 
J - Financial intermediation 





Employees by NACE Rev. 1 section and main groups of citizenship, 1996/1998 
(1000) 
L - Public administration and Total 
defence; compulsory social Nationals 
security Other EU 
Non-EU 








0 - Other community, social Total 
and personal service activities Nationals 
Other EU 
Non-EU 
Ρ - Private households with Total 
employed persons Nationals 
Other EU 
Non-EU 
Q - Extra-territorial Total 









































































(1) Based on population living in household 
(2) Labour Force Survey 
190 eurostat 
D-3.2 
























































































































































































































L - Public administration and 
defence; compulsory social 
security 
M - Education 
Ν - Health and social work 
0 - Other community, social 
and personal service 
activities 
Ρ - Private households with 
employed persons 
Q - Extra-territorial 
organizations and bodies 
Unknown 
(3) Rounded figures; data below 5000 are represented by = 
(*) Labour Force Survey, rounded figures; data below 1000 are represented by = 
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SELECTED CENTRAL EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, 
CYPRUS AND MALTA 

E-1 Immigration and emigration by main groups of citizenship, 1997 
100 
Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
HR CZ EE HU LV 
■ Nationals DEL) nationals DOther non-nationals 
Imm. 
LT 
Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
RO SI CY 
I Nationals DEU nationals DOther non-nationals 
Based on cases for which the citizenship of the migrants was known; HU: Only non-nationals for immigration; 
RO: Only non-nationals; CY: Immigration data referto the period June-December 1997 
eurostat 195 





I I I 
Í'-S, 
: I : i ; I I I I 
Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
HR CZ EE HU LV 
I Males D Females 
100 τ 
Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. Imm. Em. 
LT RO SI CY MT 
I Males □ Females 
HU: Only non-nationals for immigration; RO: Only non-nationals; CY: Immigration data referto the period 
June-December 1997; MT: Only nationals; only emigration to UK and Australia registered from local British 
and Australian High Commissions 
196 eurostat 
SELECTED CENTRAL EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, 
CYPRUS AND MALTA 
Tables 
E-1 

















1 583.0 " 
1 839.9 " 
2 107.7 · 
2 373.9 · 
2 643.9 * 
2 927.1 * 
3 229.6 
3 167.5 
3 184.8 * 
3 225.4 * 
































4 125.0 · 
4 259.5 " 
4 392.5 " 
4 491.0 * 
4 579.0 " 
4 691.0 * 







































1 381.5 · 
1 493.0 * 
1 618.0 · 
1 742.0 ' 
1 876.0 * 
1 962.5 * 























(1) Data for 1989-1992 have been recalculated according to the 1992 Census results 
(2) Data from I960 to 1990 relate to 'de iure'population; data from 1992 onwards relátelo 'de facto'population 
(3) Data from 1994 onwards referto a new definition 
E-2 






















































































































(t j In this table, netmigration is the difference between the total population on 1 January and 31 December for a certain calendar year, minus lhe difference between births and deaths. 
Therefore the figures in this table include corrections and may differfrom lhe difference between immigration and emigration 
198 eurostat 
E-1 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































(2) Data referto period June-December 1997 






























































(1) Only non-nationals 
(2) Only non-nationals; only emigration to UK and Australia registered from local British and Australian High Commissions 
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E-5.1.1 





























































Estonia F.Y.R.O.M. Hungary 
1 156 
509 
647 9 397 
40 1 013 
408 8 299 
420 7 320 
129 
380 6 069 
117 
7 : 322 
6 296 
1 26 
20 1 540 
1 13 
1238 
427 7 607 
220 1 790 
199 85 
(1) Sum by main citizenship groups may differ from total due to the inclusion of unknown and/or rounding 
(4-1 Excluding Mediterranean EJ MemberStates 
E-5.1.2 

















Mediterranean countries '4| 
Developed countries 























































0.5 : : 
0.1 : 






(11 Sum by main citizenship groups may differfrom total due to die inclusion of unknown and/or rounding 
(4| Exduding Mediterranean EU MemberStates 
202 eurostat 
E-5.1.1 









Lithuania Poland Romania 
2 536 
1 146 
1 206 : 6 600 
11 2 220 
1195 4 380 
1 061 : 5 880 
30 
1 047 : 3 585 
1 23 






1066 6 318 































































Mediterranean countries '4' 
Developed countries 




(2) Central Europe only refer to former Soviet Union citizens, who are also included In the non-nabonals 
(3) Data referto the period June-December 1997 
E-5.1.2 
Immigration by main groups of citizenship, 1997 d) 
(%) 
(2| Central Europe only refer to former Soviet Union citizens, who are also induded in lhe non-nationals 































































































Immigration by main groups of citizenship, 1997, (% of non-national immigrants)(1) 
Non-nationals 































































58.7 : 64.6 
1.2 
1.1 : 3.4 
0.9 : 3.1 
0.2 : 0.3 
3.1 16.4 





(1) Sum by main citizenship groups may differfrom total due to the indusion of unknown and/or rounding 
(4) Excluding Mediterranean EU MemberStates 
204 eurostat 
E-5.1.3 







Lithuania Poland Romania 
100.0 : 100.0 
0.9 33.6 
99.1 66.4 
88.0 : 89.1 
: 0.5 
86.8 54.3 
0.1 : 0.3 
0.7 : 7.1 
0.6 6.9 
0.2 : 0.2 





























































Mediterranean countries w 
Developed countries 




(2) Central Europe only referto former Soviet Union citizens, who are also included in non-nationals 




















Mediterranean countries m 
Developed countries 














































Estonia F.Y.R.O.M. Hungary 
4071 2499 
911 955 
3 1 6 0 1 5 4 4 
17 : 131 
1 608 : 1 4 1 3 
1 618 1 365 
10 
1 601 1 216 
22 
7 : 54 
6 53 




1 624 : 1 4 2 3 
1 536 121 
1 535 
(1 ) Sum by main citizenship groups may differfrom total due to the indusion of unknown and/or rounding 
(4) Exduding Mediterranean EU MemberStates 
E-5.2.2 

































































Estonia F.Y.R.O.M. Hungary 
100.0 100.0 
22.4 38.2 
77.6 : 61.8 
0.4 5.2 











39.9 : 56.9 
37.7 : 4.8 
37.7 : 
(1 ) Sum by main citizenship groups may differ from total due to the indusion of unknown and/or rounding 
(3) Excluding Mediterranean EU MemberStates 
206 eurostat 
E-5.2.1 









Lithuania Poland Romania 
2457 
1 323 
714 19 945 
4 11 790 
710 8152 
698 13 811 
0 270 
694 : 1 584 
60 
2 5 237 




11 : 885 
700 19175 
14 770 













































Mediterranean countries (4> 
Developed countries 




(2) Central Europe only referto foimer Soviet Union citizens, who are also induded in non-nabonals 
(3) Only emigration to UKand Australia registered from local British and Australian High Commissions 
E-5.2.2 








































































(2) Centra) Europe only referto foimerSoviet Union citizens, who are also included in non-nationals 
eurostat 207 
E-5.2.3 
Emigration by main groups of citizenship, 1997, (% of non-national emigrants)(1) 
Non-nationals 









































































(1) Sum by main citizenship groups may differfrom total due to the inclusion of unknown and/or rounding 





Emigration by main groups of citizenship, 1997, (% of non-national emigrants)(1) 
Latvia 
(2) 











































































(2) Central Europe only referto foimer Soviet Union citizens, who are also included in non-nationals 
"HZ Δ eurostat 209 
E-6 
















































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 




Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 






mship and sex, 1997 
Country of current residence 
Croatia 
Total Males Females 
52 343 26 511 25 832 
52 321 26 499 25 822 
21 12 9 










































52 340 26 510 25 830 
14 7 7 
52 321 26 499 25 822 
. 
. 






































































































































































































































































































































































































Immigration by citizenship and sex, 1997 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 




Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 









Immigration by citizenship and sex, 1997 
San Marino 
Holy See (Vatican City) 
Turkey 


































Country of current residence 
Croatia 































2 1 1 
. 


















































































































































































































































(1) Only non-nationals 
(2) Data refer to all foimer Soviet Union Republics without distinguishing the geographical location: for each reporting country, data are shared between Europe and Asia according to the available 
breakdown by dbzenship; figures presented in 'other/ not stated'may indude foimer SU Republics located in Asia 
(3) Data do not indude foimer Soviet Union Republics located in Asia when a detailed breakdown by single citizenship is unavailable 
212 eurostat 
E-6 
Immigration by citizenship and sex, 1997 



































































































































































































































































































































































Holy See (Vatican City) 
Turkey 




















































































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 




Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 






iship and sex, 1997 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 




Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 








Emigration by citizei 
San Marino 














































































































6 3 2 1 
1 - - -
. 
1 1 - 1 
3 2 2 -























2 1 - 1 




















































































































(1) Only non-nationals 
(2) Data refer to all former Soviet Union Republics without distinguishing the geographical location; for each reporting country, data are shared between Europe and Asia according to the available 
breakdown by dbzenship; figures presented in 'other/ not stated'may indude former SU Republics located in Asia 















































































































































































Emigration by citizenship and sex, 1997 











































































































































































































Holy See (Vatican City) 
Turkey 





















































































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 




Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Net migration(1) by citizenship and sex, 1997 




Total Males Females 
Romania(2) 
Total Males Females 
Slovenia 




























235 -13 345 
-21 -7 931 
- -9 633 
- -9 570 
- -8 772 







-7 816 2 156 1123 
-5112 2 559 1332 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 




Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 








Net migration(1) by citizenship and sex, 1997 
San Marino 
Holy See (Vatican City) 
Turkey 
















































































































































































































































































































































(1) Calculated as difference between immigrabon and emigration 
(2) Only non-nationals 
(3) Data referto all foimer Soviet Union Republics without distinguishing die geographical location; for each reporting country, data are shared between Europe and Asia according to the available 
breakdown by dbzenship; figures presented in 'other / not stated' may indude foimer SU Republics located in Asia 















































































































































































Net mi gration{' b y citizc 




































































-21 -15 -14 
-4 -4 
-2 
-12 -2 -1 
1 1 
-2 375 20 11 
-1 088 2 
-
-1 2 
-1 274 15 10 













-91 2 1 
-85 3 2 
-6 -1 -1 
-
. 



































»nship and sex, 1997 
San Marino 
Holy See (Vatican City) 
Turkey 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(I) Only non-nabonals 
"HZ Δ eurostat 223 
E-9 

























































































































































































































































































































































(1) Only non-nationals 
E-9 























































































































































































































































































s Data reported by country of rnmigrab'on 
c= Data reported by country of emigration 






























































































































































(2) Data reported by the country referto the period June-December 1997 
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E-10.2 
Immigration by country of previous residence, 1997 

























































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 




Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(1| Only non-nationals 
(21 Total indudes all immigrants, breakdown by country of previous residence referto national mmigrants only 
(3) Data refer to the period June-December 1997 
(<·) Only nationals 
(5) Data referto all foimer Soviet Union Republics without distinguishing the geographical location; for each reporting country, data are shared between Europe and Asia according to the available 
breakdown by aizenship; figures presented in 'oiier/notstated'may indude foimer SU Republics located in Asia 
(6) Data do not include former Soviet Union Republics located in Asia when a detailed breakdown by single country of previous residence is unavailable 
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E-10.3 
Emigration by country of next residence, 1997 













































other / not stated 
former Yugoslavia 




Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 





































































































































Estonia Hungary Latvia 
4 071 2 499 9 677 
3 663 : 8 428 
1 003 754 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































CI) Only non-nab'ona.s 
(2) Total indudes all emigrants, breakdown by country of next residence refer to national emigrants only 
(3) Only nationals; only emigration to UK and Australia registered from local British and Australian High Commissions 
(4) Data refer to all foimer Soviet Union Republics wioiout distinguishing the geographical locabon; for each reporting country, data are shared between Europe and Asia according to lhe available 
breakdown by country of next residence; figures presented in 'other / not stated' may indude former SU Republics located in Asia 
(5) Data do not include foimer Soviet Union Republics located in Asia when a detailed breakdown by single country of next residence is unavailable 
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E-11 





























Federal Rep. of Yugoslavia 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































Bulgaria Czech Rep. Hungary Slovenia 





6 - 1 
1 
23 
29 16 - -
Refugees(,) 
Bulgaria Czech Rep. Hungary Slovenia 
1 
2 - - : 
13 
24 6 
(t) Refugees granted Geneva Convention status 
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Statistics in focus 
To get straight to the heart of the matter and obtain an effective insight into the reality of the EU Member 
States, the series of documents entitled Statistics in focus offers you rapid and easy access to information 
on all current trends in Europe. 
S t a t i s t i c s i n f o C U S : f i nd out , understand and decide in confidence w i t h : 
-*· harmonized, reliable and comparable data on each Member State of the European Union; 
* clear and concise comments and analyses; 
* charts and maps easy to understand; 
* the latest available data. 
Statistics ¡Π foCUS is available as single copy or by subscription. Subscriptions are available for one 
single theme (except themes 7 and 9) or for the whole collection. Statistics in focus is available as printed 
version or as PDF-file sent by e-mail. 
Prices on request from the Data Shop network (see end of the publication). 
Free information sources 
* Statistical references — the in format ion letter on Eurostat 
products and services (yearly subscript ion/4 issues). 
I w o u l d like to receive this free product in : 
D DE D EN D FR 
* Eurostat mini-guide — Eurostat's reference catalogue. 
I w o u l d like t o receive this free product in: 
D DE D EN D FR 
* Facts through figures — A summary of the Eurostat Yearbook. 
I w o u l d like t o receive this free product in: 
D ES D DA D DE D GR D Fl D EN D FR 
D IT D NL D PT D Fl D SV D IS D NO 
(As long as stock lasts) 
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D European statistics service 
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SIGNATURE: 
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